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TOWARDS A NEW SPAT!AL AGENDA FOR THE NORTH SEA REG!ON
Between 1998 and 2001, a spatial vision for the North Sea Region was developed, based on the principles 
of the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP). NorVision, as it was called, is a key advisory 
document, which has strongly influenced territorial cooperation in the North Sea Region. It describes the 
existing state of spatial development and suggests directions for the future. Projects that have been 
developed under INTERREG IIIB NSR put many of them into practice
In mid 2004 the Programme Monitoring Committee for the Interreg IIIB North Sea Programme decided that 
there should be a selective update to NorVision to have valuable strategic input for the future cooperation in 
North Sea Region. They agreed that the original NorVision document continues to be relevant and should 
not be evaluated or reworked. The new spatial agenda, as is has become known, should focus on issues, 
which have become more urgent or important in recent years or which have not been thoroughly addressed 
in the original document.
A Working Group consisting of one national and one regional representative per country was set up and 
discussed the procedure and topics to be addressed. The idea was not to have a complete analysis of the 
subject concerned, but to develop a more focused approach, which could be used to inform the future 
programme and which might form the basis for future co-operation projects until 2010. The working group 
agreed upon the following topics for which studies were carried out:
> Coastal Water Management
> Transport and Accessibility
> Facilitating Innovation and transfer of knowledge and technology
> Energy*
Demographic Change*
* Energy and Demographic Change were smaller studies than the other three
This is the final report for the study on Coastal Water Management
The findings of these five studies have been summarised and make up part of the synthesis report, which 
will be adopted by the Programming Monitoring Committee and will be published together with each of the 
final reports. The synthesis document sits alongside and complements the original Norvison document.
Further information is avai!ab!e from: Interreg DIB North Sea Region Programme Secretariat
Jernbanegade 22 
DK - 8800 Viborg 
Denmark
Tel +45 87 27 19 99 
Fax +45 86 60 16 80 
www.lnterregNorthSea.org
Disclaimer: The following text summarises the results of research on the update of the 
spatial perspective for the North Sea Region, Norvision. Please note that experts have 
prepared the content and that as such it does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
North Sea Programme or the Working Group.
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READERS Gl^DE
This document reports on the findings far with regard to the assignment "Updating Norvision" 
Study 1 - Coastal Water management, issued by the Interreg North Sea Programme 
Secretariat.
The term "coastal water management" will be understood here in a wide sense, covering
* all elements of seaside coastal areas (the sea bottom, the water body, the water 
surface), and their different uses
* offshore areas in some distance from the coast
* the interlink between land- and sea-side (water-land interdependency).
The present document has the following structure.
First, we explain the background of this report and the assignment behind it (Chapter 3).
Secondly, we dwell on the methodology that was followed in order to provide the inputs for 
the present draft version of the final report on "Updating NorVision" Study 1 - Coastal Water 
Management" (Chapter 4).
Then, we provide an introduction to the policy theme that is key to the updating exercise in 
question, namely "Coastal Water Management" (Chapter 5).
Afterwards, we present an overview of main trends and challenges to which Coastal Water 
Management in the North Sea Region is/becomes exposed (Paragraph 6.1).
The next part addresses answers to further questions of the TOR. (Paragraph 6.2-6.7)
Finally, we draw conclusions with regard to the questions posed in the TOR and we forward 
policy and project recommendations (Paragraph 6.8).
Two Appendices complete the report; one with the list of contacts used in this study, 
secondly the list with revised documents for the desk research.
As regards the status and scope of this draft final report, the following should be clear to the 
reader. The project suggestions forwarded in the report are the product of desk research 
activities and workshop rounds until 18'" of May 2005, the Joint annual Conference the 15'" 
and 17*" of June 2005 in Middelburg and the comments of the Programme Monitoring 
Committee. In September this Committee will start with the consultation of the draft final 
report with relevant stakeholders in each country of the NSR.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLLfS/ONS AMD RECOMMEMM77CWS
The following themes are identified to be the main challenges for the Coastal Water 
Management for the coming future.
Reievant Themes
A: Effective appiication of integrated Coastai Zone Management, widened to coasta) 
sea areas and cieariy iinked to statutory pianning and regionat deveiopment
/S. 7 Effecf/ye app//caf/on of /CZM /ntegra^ed w/th statutory p/ann/ng 
/S. 2 Strengthened cons/derat/on of/and-sea /nterdependenc/es 
B: Forward iooking use coordination in sea areas
B. ? Response ¢0 growing onshore use demands w/th mcreas/ng cross-sector /mpacts
B.2 Grow<ng profecf/on /ntens/ty to ma/nta/n b/o-d;Vers/ty and natura/ /ïaMafs
B.3 /nternat/ona//saf/on of use p/ann/ng
C: Risk management for coasta) zones (iand- and sea-side) and open seas
C. 7 Management fr;s/( m<n/m<saf<on, acc/denf response) of techn/ca/ r<s/(s from human acf/wf/es
C.2 Management of (precaut/on for) nafura/ /nduced hazards (c//mate change, sea /eve/ r/se, 
7*sunam<s)
D: information and Technoiogy
D. 7 Data resources and mapp/ng
Using the stated definition of trans-nationality, most of the project countries agreed that most 
challenges can benefit from a trans-nationai co-operation. Participants of the round table 
meetings expressed the wish to allow further exchange of experience on local solutions 
(common issues definition of trans-nationality) also in future Interreg programme.
The actors that wouid benefit / participate in a trans-national cooperation are as follows: 
National/Regional/local government and politicians, private sector, universities and research 
centre, non-governmental organizations (NGO's), museums and info-centre, (local) residents 
and media.
Partners outside the North Sea Region who would be crucial to consult or to co-operate 
with include partners who have undertaken similar projects, neighboring countries and 
neighboring Interreg regions, EU states and additional partners working on the international 
level.
To get the most out of trans-national spatial development co-operation in a new 
programming period for coastal water management initiative, several recommendations 
have been suggested.
Nationai stakehotder support for CWM/iCZM - National stakeholders must be more 
frequently and strongly involved in the next round of Interreg-projects. Many problems 
and challenges need the involvement of national / state authorities and even ministries in 
order to have a chance to promote certain developments (e.g. secure shipping, 
exploitation of sea beds, etc.), to make necessary changes in national legislation, to get 
national support in form of investment funds and to reach leading politicians (e.g. 
ministers).
Communication and Dissemination - Coming projects should take a great interest in 
applying for and providing means for the involvement of broader groups. Especially 
stakeholders for implementation are crucial. This involves the participation of citizens,
NGOs and linking academia with policy makers, consultation techniques and standard 
terminology for CWM / ICZM / MSP'.
A positive approach to the future management of the North Sea- Today CWM/ICZM 
focus on the threats and the risks of the different uses on the sea and the environment. 
But there are the opportunities for the future at sea like tourism, transport, renewable 
energy, fish farming, natural habitat and species, etc. We need a positive approach for 
the future management of the sea and the coastal zone. A project on a survey of all 
these (future) opportunities for the North Sea Region would be very useful.
Toois and Techniques - like decision support systems including risk assessment 
techniques, Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA), Cost Benefit Analysis, Multi 
criteria analysis are needed to help all the stakeholders to focus on the right issues and 
discussions. These tools provide the bridge between technical and sectoral knowledge 
on the one side and policymaking (decision making, objectives, criteria) on the other 
side.
Common data and mapping standards - should be ranked as a crucial subject. Quality 
and availability of harmonized data are very pre-requisite for successful trans-national 
collaboration. Also EU databases must be used and included here, thus even the DG 
Regio, the EEA and Eurostat have a role to play.
Cooperation iand/sea is a fairiy "new" issue - This theme has many uncertainties 
because current ICZM focused on the landside although land and sea are having an 
impact on each other like: fresh/salt water, salt intrusion and loss of fresh water, etc. 
Sectoral policies make it difficult to apply a holistic approach to these interdependencies 
of land-sea. There is a need to develop an ICZM with consideration of this relation 
between land and sea.
integration / Harmonization / impiementation of EU Poiicies - Projects that support a 
better integration of different EU sectoral policies and regulations ()CZM, Water 
Framework Directive, Marine Strategy, Agricultural policies, Fishery policies etc.) would 
be highly valuable. We will need to focus on integration instead of implementation of 
sectoral EU policies and legislation.
Communication on Possibiiities for interreg Programmes - Involves awareness 
actions (informing interested participants), organizing trans-national contacts between 
stakeholders, supporting officials.
' MSP= Marine Spatial Planning 
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3. PRO JECT BACKGROUND
3.1 The Programme
The 7 countries around the North Sea (the North Sea Region: hereafter NSR) are working 
together in the INTERREG IIIB North Sea Programme to solve shared problems related to 
spatial development. Project partnerships get EU funds to work on problems such as 
protecting the environment, improving transport, encouraging innovation, developing more 
competitive cities and towns, creating new opportunities for rural areas and dealing with the 
risk of natural disasters. Working together allows partners to share knowledge, money and 
opportunities for improving the quality of life for everyone in the North Sea Region.
The Programme strategy is founded on four basic principles; namely fransnaf/ona/Zfy 
implying that local, regional and national actors in different countries should work together on 
solving joint problems, spaf/a/ deye/opmenf that is concerned with where development 
happens, cross-secfora/z'fy that implies the involvement of the relevant sectors at different 
levels (local, regional and national) and susfa/naM/fy aiming at integrating economic, social 
and environmental concerns within a project.
Between 1998 and 2001, a spatial vision for the North Sea Region was developed, based on 
the principles of the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP). Mo/V/s/of?, as it 
was called, is a key advisory document, which has strongly influenced territorial cooperation 
in the North Sea Region. It describes the existing state of spatial development and suggests 
directions for future. Projects that have been developed under INTERREG IIIB NSR put 
many of them into practice.
3.2 The Update
In recent years, the NSR has witnessed the emergence of several urgent and important 
policy and business processes and phenomena with an impact on the spatial planning 
possibilities and outlook for this region.
Examples are the expansion of the EU, the increased sensitivity for risks of maritime 
transport and the growing interest in Short Sea Shipping. In view of these policy and 
business developments the Programme Monitoring Committee of the NSR felt the desire to 
update the key advisory document NorVision. Moreover, reality has moved ahead as well 
and several projects have become implemented since NorVision came out, enabling an 
evaluation of the strategies and actions proposed by that document.
Also regarding the planning and policy context of a spatial outlook for the NSR additional 
points of reference and frameworks have emerged. Next to the European Spatial 
Development Perspective, as a main corner stone, we can point notably at the 
Lisbon/Gothenburg strategy, the EU White Paper on Transport Policy, the implementation of 
the Water Framework Directive, EU legislation on air and water quality, the revised 
guidelines for Trans-European Networks, the Green Paper on Ports and the European 
Maritime Strategy including concepts like the Motorways of the Sea as well as new spatial 
concepts of territorial cohesion and territorial co-operation (see e.g. the outcomes from the 
EU informal ministerial meeting on territorial cohesion in Rotterdam, 29'" of November 2004).
tn addition, the NSR as an Interreg territory itself also underwent a change. Currently, it is 
larger than it was when the NorVision document was elaborated and it now includes 
Flanders. This also calls for an updated view on how to bring about spatial coordination 
throughout (and beyond) the region with a corresponding geographical scope.
The aim for this current update is not to evaluate or rework NorVision, but to provide 
strategic input for continued co-operation in the North Sea Region, focused on a selected 
number of themes. These five selected themes are: coastal water management, transport, 
facilitating innovation, energy and demographic change. This update has the following 
objectives; identify the main future spatial challenges for the NSR regarding Coastal Water 
Management, show how they can be addressed in a future transnational programme and 
identify potential projects and partnerships.
This draft final report together with the other reports will be discussed among stakeholders in 
the member states. In the autumn of 2005, work on a synthesis report will begin, which will 
summarize the findings and conclusions of the studies. After adoption by the Programme 
Monitoring Committee, the synthesis report will be published and distributed widely 
(expected the beginning of 2006).
ME7H0D0L0GV
In order to identify the most urgent and relevant challenges regarding "Coastal Water 
Management" in an Interreg North Sea Region context, targeted desk research and opinion 
inventory activities were carried out between the end of March and the beginning of May 
2005.
Relevant policy documents, projects and investment plans on international (EU and 
Interreg), national and regional levels (7 countries) were screened on issues dealing with 
Coastal Water Management. A complete list of the screened documents can be found in 
appendix 2.
Several techniques were used for the opinion inventory phase (see table 1 ). Round table 
meetings were set up in Flanders (Belgium), Denmark, England, Germany (2), the 
Netherlands and Denmark. In Scotland the participants of the annual conference of the Tay 
Estuary Forum were invited to fill in a questionnaire and follow a brief session on the 
conference. In Norway telephone interviews were used due to the low response on the 
invitation for a round table meeting.
Table 1 : Overview of techniques used during the opinion inventory phase
State/region Technique #invHed # reactions
Flanders
(Belgium)
(RA/IMDC)
- Round table meeting on 03/05/2005 in Antwerp
- Questionnaire sent on 02/05/2005 and on 05/05/2005
- several contacts for information gathering
60 2roundTable 
2 by questionnaire 
4byem ail
Netherlands
(RA/IMDC)
- Round table meeting on 027/04/2005 in Den Hague
- Questionnaire sent on 02/05/2005
41 7 round table 
1 by questionnaire
Germany
(Planco)
2 Round table meetings:
- Hamburg on 28/04/2005
- Bremen on 02/05/2005
54 32 round table 
0 by questionnaire
England
(Atkins)
- Round table meeting on 06/05/2005 at Hull University
- Questionnaire sent on 27/04/2005
34 8roundtabie 
3 by questionnaire
Scotland
(Atkins)
- Round table meeting at Tay Estuary conference Dundee 
on 15/04/2005
- Questionnaire sent on 08/04/2005
69 69 round table 
Oquestionnaire
Denmark
(Inregia)
-Round table meeting on 28/04/2005 in Copenhagen 25 10participants(6 
from Denmark)
Norway
(inregia)
- Round table cancelled (too little number of participants)
- Questionnaire sent on 27/04/2005
- 2 telephone interviews
11
-5reactions
Sweden
(Inregia)
- Round table meeting on 28/04/05 in Copenhagen
- Questionnaire sent on 27/04/05 to 10 persones
- Several telephone contacts
30 -10participants(4 
from Sweden)
-1 questionnaire
Total 324 143
Out of 324 invitees 143 participated by attending a round table meeting or filling in a 
questionnaire sent by email. This gives an overall good response of 44%, although there 
were some low responses in some of the countries like Flanders and Norway. This limitation 
for further involvement was probably due to several reasons like the strict time frame of the 
project, the travel distance (especially for the Scandinavian countries) and other priorities by 
the key players. Stakeholder fatigue is another limitation - for instance, in England, the Irish 
Sea Pilot is being carried out where workshops were recently conducted.
The presence on the round table meeting was different for the countries. The list of all the 
participants for the opinion inventory phase can be found in appendix 1. In global we can say 
that there was a good presence of the administration on environment, spatial planning and 
coastal management on the federal and the regional level, NGO's for the protection of the 
North Sea and research centres and universities. The presence of the private sector was 
very limited but not totally absent, so that there are ideas from both the "protective, 
regulative " and also some ideas from the more "economic, non- regulative" point of view. 
Although, we can see that the most ideas are rather from a "protective, regulative" point of 
view. Participants felt that a stronger involvement of the private sector would be useful in 
specific fields, e.g.: (potential) investors for offshore projects - coordination/ spatial planning 
of/ for offshore uses; insurance companies - risk management.
The input of the desk research and the opinion inventory phase resulted in the interim report 
(version 3 June 2005). This interim report together with a discussion paper was discussed in 
a seminar on the Annual Conference in the Netherlands (Vlissingen) on the 15*" of June 
2005. The reactions of the participants on the seminar mostly confirmed the content of the 
interim report. This final report is the revised version of the interim report based on the input 
from the seminar, the comments of the working group members and the special web forum.
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In this study we used the following description of the context around "Coastal Water 
Management" Coastal zones and their immediate vicinity contain a high level of economic 
activity such as trade and tourism. Human activity puts pressure on the coastal zones and 
this increases the risk of destroying habitats and the resource base of the coast. Until now, 
the focus was mainly on the landside. The focus of this study is the coast from a seaside 
perspective, i.e. coastal waters. There is also a need, but little experience, for more spatial 
coordination regarding the North Sea itself: wind farms, shipping needs, environmental 
concerns require a balanced transnational approach to weigh the different interests in the 
exclusive economic zones.
Priorities for EU Interreg funding in the North Sea Region are described in the Community 
Initiative Programme CIP'. The programme recognises issues of coastal zones incl. coastal 
waters as a thematic priority (among others):
Priority 3 Sustainable Management and Development of the Environment, Natural 
Resources and Cultural Heritage
3.3 Development and promotion of sustainable management of natural resources 
and renewable energies
3.4 Integrated and concerted sustainable management and planning of coastal 
zones and the North Sea itself
Priority 4 Water Management
4.3 Risk management strategies for coastal areas prone to disasters and natural 
threats and for the North Sea
Other priorities include: Transnational Spatial Development Strategies and Actions for 
Urban, Rural and Maritime Systems in the North Sea Region; Efficient and Sustainable 
Transport and Communications and Improved Access to the Information Society).
To prepare for programme priorities, NorVision had been prepared (published in 2000) which 
formulated 10 „vision statements" illustrated by a set of potential project issues, among 
which the following related to coastal water management:
Vision 2: NSR with balanced spatial structure
* ... integrated coastal zone management which integrates regional economic development and planning 
Vision 4: NSR takes care of its natural resources and ecological equitibrium and cuHurat heritage
* ... implications of spatial policies on the ecology of the North Sea and suggested improvements
* Designation and administrative procedures of protected areas on the seabed
* Demonstration project for new energy production (incl. tidal power, wave energy)_________
Vision 9: Human activities in harmony with nature
* .. implications of extended use of coastal waters for large and small-scale wind farming
* .. approaches to ... sustainable tourism in coastal areas
* .. methods of cross-sector planning
* implications of fish farming in coastal waters
 ^ North Sea Secretariat, North Sea Spatial Agenda Fact Sheet, Apr. 2005
tnitial desk research (see appendix 2) resulted in a list of issues, which have been clustered 
around four main themes regarding CWM. The relevance of the themes was afterwards 
confirmed in the opinion inventory workshops.
A: integrated Coastal Zone Management including coastat sea areas
A  7 Progress/ng appt/cahon of/CZM
<4.2 Sfrengf/iened cons/deraf/on of/and-sea /nferdependenc/es
B: Forward looking use coordination in sea areas
8. ? Response to growtng offshore use demands w/fh /ncreas/ng cross-sector /mpacfs 
B.2 Growmg protection intensify to mamta/n ù/o-dwers/ty and nafura/ hap/fats
B.3 /nfernat/onaf/saf/on of use p/ann<ng
C: Risk management for coastal zones (land- and sea side) and open seas
C. 7 Management of nstfs from human acf/vMes
C.2 Response to c/tmafe change and sea /eye/ nse
D: Information and Technology
D. V Data resources and mapp/ng
This theme structure was used as base for the main chaitenges (see paragraph 6.1).
6. AMStVERS 7*0 7NE 70/? QUES770NS
6.1 What are the main spatia! chaüertges regarding coastai waters for the
North Sea Region unti! 2010?
The desk research and the opinion inventory identified 4 relevant main themes (A, B, C and 
D). The main structure of the themes is given in the following box. Every main theme could 
be divided into different sub themes, which could be divided in several topics. In the following 
paragraphs you can find the description of these topics.
Reievant Themes
A: Effective apptication of integrated Coasta! Zone Management, widened to coastat 
sea areas and cteariy tinked to statutory pianning and regiona! devetopment
/S. ? Effecf/ve app//caf/on of /CZM /nfegrafed w/f/) statutory p/ann/ng 
/4.2 Strengthened cons/derat/on of/and-sea /nferdependenc/es 
B: Forward !ooking use coordination in sea areas
S. ? Response to grow/ng onshore use demands nv/f/? /ncreas/ng cross-sector /mpacts 
S. 2 Gronwig protector) /ntens/ty fo ma/nfa/n b/o-dwers/fy and natura/ hatb/fafs
S. 3 /nfernat/ona//saf/on of use p/ann/ng 
C: Risk management for coastai zones (iand- and sea-side) and open seas
C. 7 Management fr/sk m/n/m/saf/on, acc/denf response) of tec/in/ca/ r/s/rs from human act/v/t/es
C.2 Management of fprecaut/on for) natura/ /ndtvced hazards fc//mafe change, sea /eve/ r/se, 
7sunam/s)
D: information and Technoiogy
D. 7 Data resources and mapp/ng
Theme A: Effective appiication of integrated Coastai Zone Management, widened 
to coastai sea areas and cieariy tinked to statutory pianning and 
regiona) devetopment
A.Ï Effecf/ve aoo//caf/on of /CZM /nfeorafed w/tfi sfatufory o/ann/no'
* Siow effective introduction of )CZM for several reasons: very broad description, 
missing rules and regulations in parts of NSR creating unclear relationship to statutory 
spatial planning, problems of stakeholders to recognize the benefits from ICZM, no 
acceptance of new ICZM-specific institutions, lack of knowledge of ICZM and project 
funds and need to clarify transparency and accountability in ICZM
* Spatiai ptanning not adapted to iCZM requirements but increasing recognition that 
ICZM and spatial planning may largely gain from mutual coalition with challenges such 
as continued need for flexibility of spatial planning, need to overcome planning 
limitations by administrative borders and a need to compatibilise processes
* Differing Governing bodies and iegisiation are challenged by the sectoral thinking, 
conflicts between local, national and international priorities, lack of harmonization of 
existing EU regulations / strategies with directives and national policies, high expectation
 ^ Today a full integration of ICZM and statutory pianning in the UK is not possible. Because statutory planning 
controls development and activities which need ptanning permission and does not apply below the low water 
mark.
of stakeholders, weak communication between the levels, lack of equitable zoning and 
challenge of local governments to deal with larger scale issues e.g. accidents at sea on 
a local level
* insufficient information and direction of )CZM and lack of public awareness and 
involvement of private sector in ICZM issues, stakeholders have a lack of vision for 
future and lack of implementation concepts, a continued need for best practice exchange 
and insufficient clarification on how to apply the 3-dimensional sustainability concept
* Lacking impiementation of the indicators for sustainabie management of the sea
on a North Sea Region scale (similar to SAIL project) that would be used to evaluate the 
benefits of ICZM."
Æ2 Sfrenofftened cons/cferaf/on of/and-sea /nferdeoendenc/es
* Lack of knowiedge and information on issues such as dynamic analytical instruments 
to consider the land and sea interdependency
* Hoiistic iand-sea approach to iCZM made difficuit by continued sectoral policies (e g 
agricultural policies-sea eutrophication), lack of consideration of land-sea interface in 
policies and management and a further need for unification/harmonization between 
different EU and national regulations and strategies as well as current ICZM focused too 
much on the land side
* Need to consider the impact of )and-sea on each other in terms of relation between 
fresh/salt water, salt intrusion and loss of fresh water, dune destruction during storms, 
closing of small tidal inlets, reducing fluvial input and strategies to re-naturalize land in 
transition areas (estuaries/brackish water habitats)
r^hëmêlB*^"*"FÖ^ardlöönng*üsë*cöörd?natÏörnn^ëa^rëas'
B. 7 Response fo grow/no offshore use demands w/fh /ncreas/no cross-sector /moacfs
Economic interests in sea areas development (shipping, utility lines, minerals exploitation, oil 
and gas exploitation, wind farms - in the longer run potential new uses, e.g. industry linked to 
offshore wind farms or gas platforms, offshore tourist installations, aquaculture ) require 
spatial reservations. These use demands may in many cases be conflicting among 
themselves (sometimes they are synergetic) or with nature protection. Use coordination and 
area reservation are not adapted to the needs. Mutual influencing across borders is frequent, 
requiring transnational concertation. Hence, various project issues could be relevant for 
Interreg - they reflect urgent action needs, they are transnational, and they are innovative. 
Below is a number of aspects which merit consideration in Interreg:
* Missing integrated spatial plans to coordinate sea use and demands in the North 
Sea and a need for a North Sea Council and mapped information regarding existing 
offshore uses and potential resources (salt domes, oil, gas reserves)
* Lack of comprehensive information on existing and future use demands and 
insufficient knowledge to assess potential use impacts on environment, safety, economy
" The European Union ICZM Expert group set up a working group on indicators and data led by the European topic 
centre - terrestrial environment. The indicators have to be evaluated for the NSR if they are responsive to the 
needs of the region in developing their national strategies and if there are particular hot spots on which regions 
or local areas want to concentrate and add their own indicators or additional measurements to reflect local 
circumstances.
and knowledge gaps on seabed sediments, wind power potential, impact from 
construction and operation of facilities on environment, impact of uses on environment, 
natural processes and dynamics and interrelationship between offshore and onshore 
activities, uses and ecology
* Lack of trans-nationa) procedures and experience with cross sectoral impact 
assessment for offshore projects, a common set (EU scale) of criteria for EIA/SEA of 
uses at sea, an environmentally agreed port concept for the North Sea and weaknesses 
in EU strategy to protect and conserve the marine environment stated by EEAC.
* Use demands require sea use planning to provide more efficient allocation of space for 
different activities while reducing conflict where mental concept of open seas' may 
prevail:
Table 2: Overview of the different uses of the coastal water and sea
USE OPPORTUNITY THREAT
Gas and oil supply reduced dependency from 
supplies from other regions 
economic benefits (employment, 
income, public finances) 
platforms as potential future 
locations for other economic 
activities (aquafarming, chemical 
industry, bio-industry)
pollution risks from oil ptatforms and 
pipelines
impact of construction / maintenance of 
pipelines crossing protected sea areas 
increased web-type pipelines and cables 
hindering other uses
Wind farming growing availability of planning 
standards
compatibility of wind parks with 
mari-culture, offshore industry, 
tidal energy generation
policy to expand renewable energy 
production in offshore areas may have 
negative impacts on the environment, 
tourism (shipping safety retains priority) 
Insufficient knowledge about actual 
shipping routes and frequencies and to 
assess the conflicts with tourism 
Potential conflicts with environmental 
protection, shipping safety, land-side 
tourism
Power supply lines from offshore wind 
parks in conflict with land and seaside 
protection zones (FFH, EU bird 
protection areas)
Sand/ stone/ grave! 
extraction
use of coastal defence structure disturbanceofhabitats 
insufficient country reporting
Dumping of dredged 
materials
OSPAR agreement polluted materials 
insufficient country reporting
Fishing growingcontroleffectiveness 
free zones for fishery
overfishing
pollution reduces recovery of fish stock 
less job opportunities in some low 
income regions by implementing fish 
quotas
unintended side effect of fish quota in 
coastal / fishery dependent region
Water tourism jobs in harbour areas disturbance of wild life 
healthandsafetyissues
Shipping facilitationoftrade.benefitsfrom 
division of labour
increase in transportation networks and 
methods
altemativetolandtransport
New offshore 
industries: bio- 
technical and bio­
medical
job opportunities pollution risks
Sea-bottom cultural 
heritage (wrecks)
awareness of and insight into 
cultural roots
insufficient basic information may lead to 
neglect
Waste dumping and 
old munitions depots
safety issues 
environmental impacts
Military shooting zones reduced shooting/ disturbance 
onland
conflict with other users
Aquaculture activities job opportunities impact on natural environment
S.2 Grow/no profecf/on /nfens/fv fo ma/nta/n b/od/vers/fv and natura/ bab/fafs
* Knowledge gaps and insufficient information to assess environmental impacts from 
offshore uses and mechanisms to enable recovery and maintenance of the European 
marine ecosystems and biodiversity including basic research of seabed habitats
* Wide differences regarding the impiementation of directives / declarations designed 
for the conservation of species, biological resources and habitats
* Growing need for cuttivated iandscape management in land-sea transition zones 
(e.g. Wadden Zee)
B.3 /nfernat/ona/Zsat/on of use o/ann/no
* tnsufficient trans-nationa) consuitation procedures for high trans-national 
interdependency of use impacts and procedures are not always applied and a practical 
implementation requires more clear arrangements
* Nationa! interests prevai) in cases of negative cross-border impacts from offshore 
projects
rThemr^*^"^^!s!Tmänägemen71ö7^öästäi*zoneslIänd^nd^eä^side)*änd^pen^eär
C. 7 Management of r/s/ts from human acf/wf/es
* Need for shipping security (especially crude oil transports), shipping monitoring, 
support of increased / faster shipping activities, minimizing risks due to maritime 
navigation and shipping of hazardous goods by a ship-control concept on EU level and 
higher
* Risk management needed in the face of offshore installations posing risk of collision 
accidents and pollution and disturbance to seabeds, lack of risk communication and 
public awareness, slow progress in use of safe vessel', risk management no explicit part
of the EU cohesion policy, growing responsibly of governments in case of disaster by the 
population and SEA directives integrating safety impact assessment however lacking 
effective implementation
* Lack of indicators to identify and map the vulnerability of coastal zones
* Lack of a trans-nationa! scaie disaster precaution measures, harmonization and 
control of growing discharge of harmful substances from land to sea, improved 
emergency harbours in preparation of ship disasters and transfer applicability of 
solutions in small scale studies to large scale
C.2 Management of nafura/ /nduced hazards fc/Zmafe change and sea /eve/ r/se)
* Continued expectation of sea ievei rise increase level of risk mitigation required, 
causing implications for coastal protection and "managed retreat"^ , consequences for 
coastal uses (e.g. tourism) and a growing need for concepts of regional adaptation to 
climate change
* Knowledge gaps in area of long term tectonic subsidence or uplift
* Lack of indicators to identify and map the vulnerability of coastal zones
* Need for risk response organization to deal with communication and public 
awareness, risks financing evacuation plans using flood modelling, trans-national co­
operation of risk management and coastal protection and further development of coastal 
flooding and erosion risk methods and solutions not only by coastal engineers but also 
by better spatial planning
* Coastai protection requires a cost benefit analyses and management of resources 
necessary for coastal protection
r^ îem ê*D ^^^ ln fôn îîâtîô r^n^ëchnô îôg^ "
D. V Data Resources and Mapp/ng
* Need for improved spatiai mapping with digital mapping on NSR scale incorporating 
every region's data systems with appropriate technical data interpretation
* Need for international meta-database with a common data methodology and a 
common data concept for different regions and sectors
What is the degree of knowtedge of these issues by key piayers in the 
fieid?
One has to be aware that for most key players in the field there is mostly no difference 
between Coastal Water Management (CWM) and Integrated Coastal Zone Management 
(ICZM). Those strongly involved in ICZM maintain the position that all aspects of CWM are 
included in ICZM, but they confirmed that while this may be theoretically so, in reality two 
aspects are largely neglected: (a) the water side in general (both, the immediate coastal 
waters, and even more so the more distant waters); (b) the interdependency (mutual impact) 
between the coastal land-side and the coastal water-side.
 ^"Managed retreat" is reatignment of the coastline in a defensible position
Some state that Coastal Water Management concerns the use and exploitation of the 
coastal water resources in a sustainable way (ecological, economical and social aspects in 
balance), whereas ICZM handles more the protection of resources by preventing their use. 
Some state that ICZM handles more on local topics whereas CWM deals with regional and 
federal topics. The fact is that both are strongly linked and dealing with partly the same 
issues and key-players.
We could say that knowledge is widely spread, with the exception of the private sector, 
although that could be more a conflict of interests and loss of overall picture. The issues are 
too compartmentalized into sectors with lack of dissemination between sectors. The degree 
of knowledge depends on the sector and the importance of the sectors for that region. The 
issues are not always addressed on an integrated and /or a trans-national level. Information 
is rarely released into the public domain. Many players concentrate on the coastal zones, 
however with weaker knowledge regarding open sea issues.
6.3 What is the degree of coverage of these issues by existing poiicies, 
strategies and investment ptans?
Some member states already have an ICZM policy and strategy while others have a more 
ad-hoc sector regulation on the relevant issues. The study Norcoast (with recommendations 
for the improvement of ICZM in the North Sea Region) stated that also the picture of tCZM is 
not uniform among the member states.
In Germany a national ICZM strategy is under preparation, however, no investments plans 
will be included. The integration (compatibilisation) of various parallel strategies (ICZM,
Water Framework Directive, Marine Strategy, sectors policies such Agriculture Policy) is 
seen as a pressing problem not adequately addressed. Also the relationship between 
regional development, statutory planning and ICZM is not fully clarified. Integrated sea area 
(water surface, water body, sea bottom) planning exists or has been started (12 sm zone 
Baltic Sea/ Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and North Sea/ Lower Saxony; EEZ Baltic Sea and 
North Sea) in view of growing use intensity and therefore growing potential for use conflicts, 
and to consider the need to reserve (sea) space for unknown future demands. For some sea 
areas, integrated planning does not exist, nor is it under way. Risk management has begun 
to be considered, but the link between (man-made and natural) desasters and spatial 
development needs further consideration.
The three Scandinavian countries have national policies on coastal development, Norway 
and Sweden even concerning ICZM. A policy on shipping security and shipping monitoring 
exists in all three countries. SEA and EIA are standard assessments in Scandinavia for all 
coastal projects.
in Sweden there is a strong focus on sustainable development in all sectors and levels of 
society. There are regional strategies on ICZM and harmonization of varying interest in 
coastal zones. A row of national spatial interests (military, nature reserves, energy and water 
supply, cultural heritage aspects etc.) is to consider locally i.e. when making spatial plans 
and programs. However, these strategies are not binding and there is no overall national 
legislation specifically for coastal zone planning. A crucial legal framework is the 
Environmental Code and the Planning and Building Act (1987), which apply to both terrestrial 
and marine areas. The Environmental Code includes special provisions for the management 
of land and water areas. A major part of the coastal zone has been identified as an area of 
national interest i.e. there are many planning restrictions within these zones. The Swedish 
national environmental guideline policy includes 15 goals in order to achieve a better 
environment, goal nr. 5 refers to "a sustainable development of the coasts and seas" and 
must be considered in regional and local planning. Concerning risk management, the 
Swedish municipalities have to take such aspects into account in their spatial planning
activities. Sweden also has environmentally differentiated shipping fees (based on the use of 
more or less environmentally friendly shipping fuels) for its waterways and ports, which is not 
the case in any other European country. Sweden lacks a national port policy, and decisions 
on investments are left to the ports, of which almost all are municipality owned. Of high 
significance is the port of Göteborg, Sweden's and Scandinavia's largest public port (32.3 
million tons of cargo in 2003).
Denmark has since many years a special regulation for development in the coastal area on 
land, a 3 kilometre planning zone. Besides of this planning zone, there is no intersectoral 
integration for planning in the coastal zone, each sector takes care of their own sectoral 
competence. Denmark's goal is that its Clean-sea programme (1995) be completed by no 
later than 2020. The included targets comprise a marine environment without 
environmentally harmful substances, i.e. the occurrence of heavy metals has been brought 
down to the natural environmental background level and the occurrence of nutrients be 
brought down to a natural level. Danish environmental legislation is based on the polluter 
pays principle. The protection of the aquatic environment, bases on the Water Quality Plan II 
(1998) comprises also coastal waters with the focus areas of wastewater treatment, sewer 
system development and farming practices. The regulation bring into focus the emissions of 
phosphor and nitrate and regulations on fish farming and aquaculture are also related to this 
Water Quality Plan. At this moment water quality is a competence of the regional planning 
authorities. In the future, water quality will be an municipal competence and the regulations 
will be adapted according to the Water Framework Directive.
The Norwegian Government's over-riding goal of sustainable development is to be supported 
by cross-sectoral policies at all levels of society. Stewardship responsibility, precauf/onafy 
pnnc/p/e and po^ tv^ er-pays-prfnc/p/es and f/ie eco sysfem approach are the guiding principles 
also for the development of Norways coastal zones. The Norwegian National Policy for 
planning in coastal and marine areas implies that there is a prohibition against building on or 
partitioning off a property inside a 100 metre wide belt along the shoreline to the sea.
National Guidelines implies that the plans prepared in such zones (especially the Oslofjord 
zone) must give due consideration to valuable elements of the natural environment and the 
cultural heritage, qualities connected to recreation and above all to preserve the water 
quality as an important natural resource base concerning the occurrences and species in the 
marine environment. To ensure satisfactory water quality is defined as a specific goal, taking 
into account both local environmental considerations and the Norwegian commitments in 
accordance with the North Sea Declarations. There are Regional Strategies at county level 
in 5 counties (Vestfold, Rogaland, Hordaland, Moere- og Romsdal and Soer-Troendelag). 
Economic development of coastal waters is regulated in a State Programme, the Report 
(white paper) to the storting on Marine Economic Development - The Blue Field (2004- 
2005). In marine areas exceptional care should be exercised before permitting large, 
permanent undertakings such as fish farms, dumping sites, removal of soil/rock from the 
seabed.
For Scotland the results of the desk research suggest a varying degree of coverage of the 
issues and challenges relating to policies, strategies and investment plans. The participants 
of the annual Tay Estuary conference even answered that the coverage is poor. Some 
documents that focus on Marine Spatial Planning" (MSP) cover all the issues whilst others 
are more specialized and focus on a more specific topic e.g. pollution. The coverage of the 
issues is not uniform across all Scottish regions. Individual sectors are at various stages of
" Within the UK Marine Spatial Planning is used as opposed to Coastal Water Management. Marine Spatial 
Planning is " a strategic plan (including forward looking and proactive) for regulating, managing and protecting 
the marine environment, including through allocation of space, that addresses the multiple, cumulative and 
potentially conflicting use of the sea and thereby facilitates sustainable development"
policy and strategy development on ICZM. There are also Shoreline Management plans 
dealing with long term coastal defence policies, however, they do not include spatial 
planning.
For England the coverage is also variable. The degree of coverage in terms of policy is 
linked very closely to economic drivers in a region. When these are weak then the coverage 
is weak. Near-shore areas, areas within a bay closing lines generally have spatial issues and 
policies covered. Mainly non-statutory plans consider coastal / ICZM, as there is often no 
legal requirement to consider ICZM implementation.
There are a lot of Coastal Zone Management plans in The Netherlands. There is also a new 
Integrated Management plan for the North Sea for the coming 30 years with the focus on 
economics and nature values of the North Sea. Also many areas in the Netherlands are 
already designated to Special Sea Protected Areas, Areas of refuges etc. Most of the plans 
and policies are developed bi-lateral and not multi-lateral.
In Belgium the government is currently working on the "zoning" of the different uses of the 
sea in the framework of a Master plan for the North Sea. There is one research project called 
GAUFRE that is developing a spatial structure plan for sustainable management of the Sea. 
SEA  and EIA are required for coastal projects like wind farms. The regulations on risk 
management and safe received attention after various disasters at sea.
Both in the Netherlands and Flanders there are coastal safety projects.
6.4 To what extent couid trans-nationa! 'co-operation meet these chaiienges? 
Which of the chaiienges wii! benefit from trans-nationai co-operation within 
the North Sea Region?
Using the stated definition most of the project countries agreed that most challenges can 
benefit from a trans-national co-operation. An example given is the set up of metadata 
standards that all CWM sectors can apply to, so that data can be exchanged and used on 
higher level.
It was pointed out that ICZM and CWM was largely of a local nature, in most cases not 
requiring joint trans-national solutions (narrow sense of trans-nationality). Participants 
expressed the wish to allow further exchange of experience on local solutions (common 
issues definition of trans-nationality) also in the future Interreg programme. For example, 
exchange of experience and knowledge regarding coastal erosion mitigation on a localized 
and specific coastal features. This could be useful, if experience exchange looks more into 
better coordination with spatial planning and regional development and into the 
interdependency between land-side and sea-side developments.
Other challenges that would benefit from a trans-national approach are issues of climate 
change and a mutual approach to implementation of (various, sectoral) EU legislation and 
strategies in the North Sea.
6.5 Who woutd benefit/participate in such co-operation?
77)e cnvc/a/ acfors are under/Zned, fbese are (be acfors who m/g/if nof be prone fo cooperafe. 
The re/af/on befween Me acfors and (be ma/n (hemes /s shown befween brac^efs.
'  "Trans-national" is understood here in a narrow sense, i.e. reflecting topics that can sufficiently only dealt with if 
partners from different countries worked together (as compared to "common issues").
Nationai/regiona! and toca) government (planning and enforcement) responsible for:
o environment, nature conservation and natural resources (themes A+B+C+D) 
o nuclear safety, energy (A+B+C+D) 
o spatial and regional planning (A+B+C+D) 
o sciences and education (A+B+C+D) 
o transport (shipping), traffic (A+B+C+D) 
o economics, construction (A+B+C+D) 
o tourism and recreation (A+B+C+D) 
o agriculture and fishery (A+B+C+D) 
o military defense (B+C)
The regional level is important for Germany (Bundesländer) and Flanders (Belgium)
(Flanders and provinces). On the local level, municipalities can be of greater importance in 
Denmark because from 2007 on they are bigger and may have more resources for 
collaboration on the international level owing to the merging of municipalities into larger 
entities.
Private sector (project developers and managers level): 
o Fishery (A+B+C) 
o sand and gravel exploitation (A+B+C) 
o harbours find, public harbours) (A+B+C) 
o farmer organizations (A)
o (renewable) energy producers and cable and network managers fA+B+C) 
o oil companies (B+C) 
o insurance companies (C) 
o drinking water companies (A+B+C)
Some of them are organized in associations such as the German wind energy 
association and chambers of commerce. The involvement of private industry in Interreg 
projects has been only low so far, but would both seem important and feasible in the 
future, if some conditions will be met:
* Private business will only be interested to contribute as project partner, if they see 
an immediate benefit. Such benefit could be: easier access to relevant information, 
easier achievement of project permission, improved quality of their investment plans 
(particularly offshore projects).
* The involvement of private business as project partner will only be possible if their 
role can be well specified (contribution of certain information, discussion partner for 
certain aspects), instead of a broad participation in all project activities, meetings, 
formal reporting etc.
* If this is difficult to achieve, they could also be involved on a sub-contractor basis 
(supplier of defined contributions in exchange of being recipient for information or 
other advantages from the project).
* Private business could make valuable contributions to projects, namely: insurance 
companies help to identify accident and natural risks (based on their past data), wind 
farm investors may supply a bulk of information which they gathered when preparing
permission applications, fishery organisations may provide information on relevant 
fishery zones, shipping organisations. They all may contribute to the development of 
economic development perspectives within ICZM and within offshore spatial use 
coordination.
Universities and research centres (see list government for specializations) for 
methodological support (A+B+C+D)
These organisations have a strong interest in project contributions (with EU funding) as 
regards
* provision of improved data and data analysis (offshore use coordination)
* clarification of interdependencies (land-sea; offshore use impacts)
* methodology development (widened ICZM, harmonised offshore planning 
procedures, accident and natural risk assessment.
Non-governmentai organizations (NGO's) at international and national level. Some 
examples are: WWF, NABU, BUND, North Sea Foundation, RSPB Scotland, Historic 
Scotland, SNF (Svenska Naturskyddsföreningen, Sweden), NNV (Friends of the Earth - 
Norges Naturvernforbund, Norway), Danmarks Naturfredningsförening, Bond Beter 
Leefmilieu (Vlaanderen), Natuurpunt (Vlaanderen), Milieu Defensie (Nederland), ... 
((A+B+C+D)
These organisations have a particular interest to be involved in
* local ICZM projects and public participation
* the representation of specific interests in coordinated cross-sector plans (the 
interests of nature protection, of fishery, of preserving cultural heritage etc.).
Museums and info-centre (for example the Danish Nature info-centre) (A+B+C+D)
Such actors can assist in disseminating information, provide historical background on the 
dynamics of coastal uses.
Some stakeholders are Important to be involved, but not with a partner role:
(Locah residents relevant for local and global acceptance and awareness (e.g. local 
user groups such as marine recreational clubs) (A+B+C+D)
Media relevant for local and global acceptance (A+B+C+D)
EU/national/reaional and ioca) poiiticians
6.6 What sort of activities/investments woutd be va!uab!e to undertake?
The aim of the conducted desk research and workshops was to search for as many Coastal 
Water Management related project ideas as possible, irrespectively of the fact whether it 
forms food for Interreg funding or not. In other words, a broad sounding exercise was carried 
out to generate as many ideas as possible without assessing whether concrete project ideas 
are suitable for Interreg funding. The following list is the result of this exercise.
The project ideas are summarized in the same structure as the relevant challenges of 
question one (A, B, C and D). The level (transnational, regional or) and the key-players are 
mentioned by every idea. The most relevant ideas for transnational cooperation are on the 
top of the list for every idea.
Each topic is classified by the kind of transnationality in potential projects:
(a) joint solutions (including joint plans, research on adjacent multi-national areas, 
development of methodologies for joint CWM);
(b) experience exchange on issues relevant in different countries, but where solutions are of 
rather local or national character.
Class (a) may get priority over projects in class (b) in the coming programming period, but in 
some cases, class (b) may also be eligible due to the relevance of knowledge deficits to be 
commonly overcome.
Theme A: Effective appiication of integrated Coasta! Zone Management (!CZM),
widened to coasta) sea areas and cieariy iinked to statutory ptanning 
and regionat deveiopment
ICZM projects have been conducted widely as part of the EU approach to achieve more 
integrated development with enhanced involvement of stakeholders. These projects are 
largely of local nature. Their suitability for transnational cooperation through Interreg has 
therefore been limited to the exchange of experience and the contribution to EU-wide 
concepts and regulations for this issue.
Existing examples of ICZM projects have shown that a still broader approach will be required 
to achieve the strategic objectives of the EU. Projects which show ways how to widen ICZM 
in five directions would be useful to be funded through Interreg:'
(1) Better integration of ICZM with statutory planning. The aim is not to integrated these two 
approaches into one, but to let them better benefit from each other.
(2) More socio-economic development orientation: While the focus on ecological 
sustainability must be maintained, ways how to integrate this with sustainable 
economical and social development need to be demonstrated. (Sustainable) economic 
development going beyond traditional fishery or handicraft must be seen as a potential, 
not only as a risk."
(3) Integration of local visions and strategies with broader regional strategies. The starting 
point of ICZM has clearly been local which contributed to its strength in the involvement
see also: EUCC - The Coastal Union: A Common Approach to the Implementaiton of ICZM in the Baltic Region: 
The Principles underlying such an approach; document prepared for the Coastal Planning and management in 
the Baltic Sea Region, as part of the 5*" HELCOM-HABITAT meeting in May 2003, Finland; EUCC, Policy 
Instruments for ICZM in Nine Selected European Countries, prepared for the Dutch National Institute für Coastal 
& Marine Management, Jan. 2000, EUCC - Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the Baltic States, State of 
the Art Report, Dec. 2001/ Aug. 2002
" The Wadden Sea cooperation (Wadden Sea Forum comprising coastal zones of Germany, Netherlands and 
Denmark) is a good example for a wider transnational approach trying to combine nature protection with 
economy towards integrated sustainable development. The LANCEWADPLAN project (Interreg IIIB North Sea) 
shows ways in this direction
of local actors. But in the end, local strategies need to have a clear link with broader 
regional strategies for coastal areas and their hinterlands.
(4) Better consideration of land-sea interdependencies: While this has been the intention of 
iCZM from its beginning, the lack of knowledge and analytical instruments has led to a 
concentration at land-side development.
(5) Link to other EU policies, guidelines and regulations: The EU has developed a number of 
regulations and policies which have an impact on coastal zone development and 
planning - the Water Framework Directive, the Marine Strategy, the NATURA 2000 
approach. Transnational ICZM cooperation projects would be useful which demonstrate 
how to implement such directives and strategies, and which contribute to the further 
refinement of the latter.
Below, these proposed priorities have been translated into a series of potential project 
issues. These shall be considered rather as illustrations. They are not intended to limit 
applicants from identifying other project themes in line with the described priorities. While 
some of the project examples would aim at further exchange of experience to improve local 
approaches, others go beyond this, by joint transnational development of better problem 
solutions, tn accordance with future general Interreg priorities, the second group shall be 
given preference.
In addition, some relevant actors who might be involved in the projects, are shown. Again, 
this shall not be considered as a limitation.
The interest of NGOs, research bodies and local authorities in ICZM is considerable. 
Research bodies also have a clear interest in further developing methodologies. The interest 
of regional spatial planners to achieve a better consultation with ICZM is high, while the 
interest in the opposite direction needs to be further developed. Private business has so far 
little interest in ICZM, but this could be considerably improved if ICZM proceeds to more 
consideration of economic development aspects. In total, Interreg projects would have a 
sigificant task to enhance the interest of relevant actors.
Effect/ve app/Zcaf/on of /CZ/M /nfearated fbeHer coord/nafedj w/fh sfaftvforv 
p/ann/no
* Formuiation of a Strategy for the North Sea - This would be a North Sea Region wide 
long-term plan for the North Sea that would integrate existing EU policies / strategies 
with ICZM and develop common strategies for linking ICZM with national and trans­
national planning systems. This vision would set up a framework for the creation of a 
North Sea Council that would use existing networks and create new ones.
Cooper, /eye/. Jo/nf so/ut/ons
Key p/ayers. Reg/ona/ aot/ior/t/es, /nvo/v/ng /oca/ and nat/ona/ government bod/es;
pr/vafe bus/ness /n/eresfed /n coasta/ projects, government/ sector 
organ/sat/ons
* Further deveiopment of the HARBAStNS project (Harmonized River Basins 
Strategies North Sea) - The development of coastal areas and river basins is steered 
by different directives and international agreements. In many cases the estuarine areas 
(where sea and river meet) are exposed to a number (and often controversial) interests. 
The main aim of the project is to enhance the compatibility of the Water Frame Directive 
focusing on river basins and international cooperation on integrated management of 
estuarine and coastal waters in the NSR. For this purpose harmonisation of 
management strategies in the NSR for estuaries and coastal waters. It may be
recommended to take further the issue of (e.g.: bathing water standards) into a more 
integrated delivery for North Sea Region Partners.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional/ local planning bodies, sector institutions
* Economics in !CZM - Incorporating economic development aspects into ICZM: 
balancing protection and development (integrated planning = balancing of conflicting 
interests and seeking win-win solutions); economic (risk) assessment of protection 
measures (e.g. marine protected areas) and economic deprivation on coastal zones.
Cooper, level: Exchange of experience
Key players: Regional/ local development promotors, sector institutions, interested
private business, coast-marine protection bodies and NGOs
* Attitudes / invotvement of stakeholders - A change of attitude of 
stakeholdersregarding to natural resources, the protection of sensitive and valuable 
areas and the way coastal areas and the sea are exploited is important. Public and 
private actors should be more informed and involved in the ICZM initiatives. Identification 
of ways for the public-private partnerships to achieve ICZM goals would be 
advantageous. In this regard, the role of media in CWM should be explored.
Cooper, level: Exchange of experience
Key players: Local/ regional governments, NGOs
* iCZM Best Practice GuideNnes - Formulate best practice guidelines and develop 
indicators for evaluation of efficiency of ICZM involving a quality check of ICZM process 
- analyses, evaluation and recommendations. This would include case studies and 
learning examples, identifying gaps in knowledge, schemes to increase involvement of 
commercial interests with marine protection, a pilot study MSP (UK, Marine Spatial Plan) 
for the North Sea and information on dealing with issues such as priorities of ecological 
objectives versus management objectives. How will these be balanced with the overall 
aim of sustainable development? These guidelines would deal with different approaches 
for finding solutions, universal' problem solving irrespective of national methods, 
decision support methods and systems, R&D and input and proposals to national 
legislation.
Cooper, level: Exchange of experience, joint input to EU directives
Key players: Local and regional governmental and non-governmental organisations
involved in ICZM projects and in local-regional economic development; 
private business affected by and interested in coast development
* Roie of the Directive on Environmenta! Liabiiity and )CZM - Develop a pilot project 
to inform the industrial sector of wider liability issues and future insurance implications 
associated with ICZM.
Cooper, level: Exchange of experience, joint input to EU directives
Key players: Regional and local governments, NGOs
A. 2 Strengthened cons/deraf/on of/and-sea /nferdependenc/es
* Co-operation !and - sea management - In the form of ecosystem based cross-border 
management of the marine environment involving all sectors. Create an understanding 
for the link between cause and effect and an understanding of why it is important to 
invest in the marine environment and its effect on land. This would involve integration of 
the environmental and sectoral policies for maritime and landside coastal areas and 
management strategies. There should be/are methods for integrating land use plans for 
land plus sea zones.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Local and regional governments, research institutions, regional/ national
sector organisations, private business (fishery and others).
* Planning coordination between sea-side and land-side: Many sea-side activities require 
complementary facilities on land, e.g.: offshore wind farms need cable links and switch 
installations on land; shipping lines need harbours; offshore gas pipelines need land-side 
storage capacities and onward transportation facilities etc. Projects promoting the 
integrated considération of land- and sea-side developments would be useful.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Local and regional governments, research institutions, regional/ national
sector organisations, private business (fishery and others).
* improved knowledge of tand - sea relationship - Acquire additional knowledge on 
dynamic land-sea and cross-sectoral activity interdependencies. As well, deal with 
issues such as development of strategies to re-naturalize land-sea transition zones 
(estuarine-brackish water habitats) and the identification of measures necessary to 
mitigate fluvial impact from river catchment areas on NSR (e.g. research for transport 
paths, depositions and mobilization of fluvial inputs). Example of a pilot study between 
land and sea in regarding to the relationship between diffuse pollution and self­
purification ability and the nursery and maternity function of estuaries.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Local and regional governments, research institutions, regional/ national
sector organisations, private business (fishery and others).
* Pian boundaries - Addressing the issue of boundaries. Ecosystem boundaries and 
management dictated boundaries and issues including landward boundaries and how 
this will impact upon land based planning.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Local and regional governments, research institutions.
^^ îëm ^^^****!Fow âr^-tôôkîn^!s^ôôrd înâtîo în^ea^rëâ^"
This is a new theme gaining growing importance due to growing offshore use and protection 
demands, the need to retain open seas free of any restriction as well as to reserve sea areas 
for future, yet unknown demands.'* The different demands are in many cases not fully 
compatible, requiring the assignment of priorities within clearly defined spatial boundaries. 
This is a classical task of strategic and detailed land-use planning, being now extended to 
sea areas (= land areas covered by sea).
This theme is particularly suitable to tnterreg due to the following:
* Need for transnational consultation: In many cases, sea uses (coastal or open-sea) in 
national waters of one country (3-mile zone and EEZ - Exclusive Economic Zone) have 
an impact on the waters of a neighbouring country. This is not only true for close-to-(sea) 
border uses, but for other uses. Transnational impacts in water areas are stronger than 
in land areas. Early consultation to achieve consistent development plans is required.
see for example: Raumordnung auf dem Meer? Raumordnungsstrategien für ein stärker integriertes 
Management des Küstenraumes: Workshop-Dokumentation, Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau- und 
Wohnungswesen 28.10.2002;
The OSPAR agreement provides a framework, but needs further specifications." Also 
other existing agreements need improvement." Projects to support practical consultation 
processes will be useful.
* Need for compatibility with regulations/ strategies at EU and at national levels: Different 
EU policies need to be integrated (Natura2000, WFD, Marine Strategy", ICZM strategy, 
Transport Policy from road to sea and others), as well as national strategies (e.g. 
renewable energy promotion including offshore wind farms)'*. More development work is 
required to demonstrate best ways of integrating these different strategies.
* Offshore use planning is a regional or national task not yet started in major parts of the 
North Sea". Often, even planning procedures have not yet been defined. Though these 
will be similar to land-side procedures, there are also differences. For the EEZ, even 
responsibilities are mostly not clarified. Thus, offshore use coordination is a clearly 
innovative task. When developing rules and procedures, mapping standards, public 
involvement processes etc., a minimum level of transnational harmonisation would be 
useful as it facilitates transboundary consultations. The joint development of such 
general standards would well fit into the Interreg programme.
* Offshore use planning is hampered by either lacking or difficult-to-get basic information. 
This starts from information on existing uses, further planned uses, suitability of different 
sea areas (sea bottom, water body, water surface) for different uses. Projects filling 
these gaps or overcoming accessibility problems, as well as projects achieving basic
"  The Baltcoast report states: "... a growing need for a procedure which ensures
* that neighbouring countries are informed - as soon as possible and necessary - about planning activities
and about contemplated projects which may cause transboundary effects.
* an appropnate dispute settlement.
Existing rules and procedures for cross-border consultations are limited to environmental aspects at project 
level as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) procedure. Main instruments in this context are the 
EU EIA-Directive (85/337, amended by 97/11, on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private 
projects on the environment) and the Espoo Convention (convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a 
transboundary context). The Helsinki Convention and various HELCOM recommendations (17/3 and 18/2) ask 
for international consultations, too. These general rules are in few cases complemented by more specific 
bilateral agreements on practical ways of consultation. But for most border areas, such bilateral agreements do 
not exist.
"  see also: Ospar Biodiversity committee on spatial planning and integrated coastal zone management: Planning 
in the North Sea- a first attempt to describe the existing spatial control mechanism; Offshore Oil and Gas 
Industry, http://www.ospar.org
"  see EU Commission: Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament: 
Towards a Strategy to protect and conserve the marine environment. COM(2002) 539 final: and: European 
Environmental Advisory Council (EEAC), WG on Coastal Zones and Marine Environment: Comments on the 
Commission Communication, Den Haag/ Lisboa, 10-June-2003
'* see for example: Weiterer Ausbau der Windenergienutzung im Hinblick auf den Klimaschutz, i.A. des 
Bundesministeriums für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit, Berlin, Nov. 2003, Strategie der 
Bundesregierung zur Windenergienutzung auf See im Rahmen der Nachhaltigkeitsstrategie der 
Bundesregierung (interministerieller Bericht, Jan. 2002)
"  in Germany, a spatial framework plan exists for the 3-miles zone of Lower Saxony, but not for Schleswig- 
Holstein. The same applies for the Netherlands. Works have started to prepare an integrated plan for the 
German EEZ. For Denmark, Norway and Sweden no such plans exist.. The UK started up a pilot project for 
MSP in the Irish Sea, and so examining the options for a M SP framework for the UK. In Belgium the 
government is working on the zoning of the different uses of the sea (pilot project GAUFRE).
uniformity of data definitions and mapping standards would also benefit use planning 
and consultations.
* Offshore use coordination needs better knowledge how to assess potential cross-sector 
use impacts. A wide range of studies for individual projects exists, but is difficult to 
access. More scarce are real monitoring data. Joint efforts to make existing information 
better accessible, to generate harmonised monitoring data, and to improve impact 
assessment tools would be useful.
Only few Interreg projects have covered the mentioned aspects. The Interreg DC project 
NorCoast described the problem related to the immediate seaside coastal zone", but could 
not include the joint development of improved procedures. The most far-reaching Interreg 
project (InterreglHB Baltic Sea Region: Baltcoast) has produced a first pan-Baltic integrated 
map showing all existing and known planned sea area uses, showing that use overlaps with 
potential conflicts are more significant than the involved partners were aware of". Baltcoast 
also prepared a survey of existing offshore planning procedures and (national) regulations, 
and proposed the joint development of basic transnational^ agreed standards for easier plan 
consultations. A series of practical recommendations are included in the final report which 
would be useful for project initiatives in the North Sea.
As under A., below, these proposed priorities have been translated into a series of potential 
project issues. These shall be considered rather as illustrations. They are not intended to 
limit applicants from identifying other project themes in line with the described priorities. 
While some of the project examples would aim at further exchange of experience to improve 
local approaches, others go beyond this, by joint transnational development of better 
problem solutions. In accordance with future general Interreg priorities, the second group 
shall be given preference.
In addition, some relevant actors who might be involved in the projects, are shown. Again, 
this shall not be considered as a limitation.
The interest in this issue varies widely. In some sea areas with obvious overlap of non­
compatible use interests, it is more expressed than in other regions. Sector institutions incl. 
shipping, energy, resource exploitation need to be motivated, as well as nature protection 
organisations to adopt a multi-sector approach. Private industry could be very interested if 
projects help to achieve faster and better planning security, they could also contribute a 
significant body of empirical information gathered in their plan approval processes. Research 
organisations have an imminent interest and could contribute widely to the improvement of 
empirical knowledge, in understanding land-sea and cross-sector interdependencies and 
cause-effect relationships.
8.1 Response fo orow/no offshore use demands w/th /ncreas/no cross-secfor /moacfs
* Use coordination of North Sea Region -  This can be assessed through (a) survey of 
governmental organizations, EU legislation, trans-national interests (b) developing new 
spatial planning concept based on concept and techniques used on land (c) gathering 
and structuring information (e.g. North Sea Atlas on EU or North Sea locket on an EU
"  Norcoast, Recommendations on improved Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the North Sea Region; 
Review of national and regional planning processes and instruments in the North Sea regions, County of North 
Jutland, 2001, ISBN: 87-7775-420-4
"  Ministerium für Arbeit, Bau und Landesentwicklung Mecklenburg-Vorpommern: BaltCoast WP1: Framework for 
the co-ordinated use of offshore water areas around the Baltic Sea (InterreglllB project BSR )
scale) and improving the availability and accessibility of mapped information (e.g. 
BaltCoast, Coastnet).
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, industry interested in offshore activities, shipping, fishery 
organisations
Devetopment of transnational concerted methodotogies for offshore cross­
sector deveiopment pianning: Integrated use planning is starting, and national 
approaches are different (if existing at all). As many offshore activities have transnational 
impacts, the harmonisation of national/ regional plans across borders would benefit from 
comparable planning methods, plan symbols, data formats etc. Projects to promote a 
minimum level of common standards would be helpful.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, industry interested in offshore activities, shipping, fishery 
organisations, EU Commission
Deveiopment of transnationai mapping and mutuai information: The coordination of 
offshore use interests would benefit from a common map showing existing and known 
planned activities, using standardised mapping formats and data definitions.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving national bodies responsible for data
collection, processing, mapping.
Deveiopment of transnational concerted pians for offshore infrastructure 
corridors- While some offshore uses are of local character (though maybe having 
supra-local impacts), others have transnational network character. The latter comprise 
transnational cable links (electricity, communication), pipelines (gas and oil) and shipping 
corridors. Transnational projects for such network infrastructure or routes are currently 
planned with little information on other use interests, whether these interests are of local 
or wider significance. Taking the TEN experience into account, projects for 
transnational^ concerted utility line planning should be promoted.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, national sector institutions, industry interested in
offshore activities, EU Commission
impact assessment of uses across sectors - Use a cross sector impact assessment 
approach for new offshore projects, including EIA (their location, dimension, technical 
character). For example, new aquaculture activities could be assessed across sectors.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, research institutions, NGOs, industry applying
for use permissions, EU Commission
Wind Energy Farms -Research on the impact assessment of wind farms and a trans­
national^ adapted concept for power supply lines from offshore wind projects 
considering measures for conflict resolution with land and seaside protection areas. As 
well to identify methods for moderation of conflicts between wind farming projects and 
other users such as tourism development in coastal and sea areas.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, research institutions, private windfarm industry
Ciosure of knowiedge gaps and information sharing - Knowledge of different natural 
and dynamic processes induced by growing offshore uses (e.g. effects on seabed
structures). The integration and interpretation of existing information with new 
information would be part of the trans-national research including: experience exchange 
between regions, generation of improved information on offshore conditions, mapping of 
potential resources and offshore areas useful for offshore projects.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, research institutions, private investors seeking
plan approval
* Deveiopment of methods and concepts - to reduce emissions and noise in harbours 
and coastal areas and the development of concepts for the environment friendly removal 
of decommissioned technical offshore infrastructure (oil platforms, cables, pipelines) and 
any other installations.
Cooper, level: Experience exchange
Key players: Regional governments, research institutions, harbour operators
* Fishery free zones in NSR - Trans-nationally established regulations and controls for a 
fishery free zone and control of fishery impact through payment for not fishing and other 
financial instruments and compulsory satellite tracking of fishing vessels.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving national sector institutions, fishery
associations, EU Commission
B.2 Grow/no profecf/on /nfens/fv fo ma/n(a/n b/od/vers/fv and nafura/ hab/tafs
* Harmonization of Directives - Trans national protection zone management and the 
harmonization of the Habitat Directive implementation.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, EU Commission
* Marine Protected Areas - Research examining the environmental impact, policy 
making and implementation on the relative environmental quality and further translation 
of the recommendations of the Marine Expert group (EU) into concrete measures (e.g. 
ecological connections between land and sea).
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, research institutions, NGOs, EU Commission
* Mitigating Measures - These measures include methods of cleansing dumpsites at 
sea, for example a pilot project of the removal of munitions at sea. Other measures 
would include cultivated landscape management in land-sea transition zones and 
methods for moderation of conflicts between nature protection and use claims in estuary 
areas.
Cooper, level: Experience exchange
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, industry involved in offshore activities, NGOs
* Seabed habitat research - NSR wide research of seabed habitats, including seabed 
structure, soils and mapping.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, research institutions, administrations
responsible for geological and nature research, industry interested in 
seabed exploitation activities
* EtAs - EIA projects and monitoring for new offshore installations.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions
S .3 /nfernaf/ona/Zsaf/on of use o/ann/no
* Trans-nationatty concerted strategic spatiai pianning - Prepare trans-nationally 
concerted strategic spatial plans for selected offshore areas using the planning 
techniques of spatial planning on land. The development of trans-nationally concerted 
plans for offshore infrastructure corridors is one issue to be addressed.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, national bodies responsible for spatial planning
* Trans-nationai consuttation - Importance for the development of methods and tools 
for improved effectiveness of cross-border consultation on offshore development plans 
and projects.
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
Institutions and spatial planning bodies
* Muitipie use pianning and management - Development of multiple use planning and 
sea use management (e.g. themes, suitable measures, issues).
Cooper, level: Joint solutions
Key players: Regional governments, involving regional and national sector
institutions, industry interested in offshore activities, shipping, fishery 
organisations.
r^hëme^^"**^!sirmanagèmën7fo7^oastai^onës^!and^lïnd*sëa^s!dë)limd''opèn''sëas'
Sustainable development requires accurate risk assessment and wise decision-making. An 
evaluation is required of the cost of reducing risks set against the benefits arising from 
reduced risk. Within coastal zone management this can be achieved most effectively by 
means of a co-ordinated approach to analysing and managing environmental risks; involving 
planning, adequate insurance and minimising risks to vulnerable communities by:
* Identifying and understanding the nature and extent of environmental risks in coastal 
locations;
* Guiding development towards the most suitable locations;
* Ensuring that existing and future developments are not exposed to unacceptable risks; 
and
* Ensuring that development does not increase the risk for the rest of the community.
Risk management (in relation to maritime safety as well as to natural threats) needs a 
genuinely international approach.
The objective is a harmonisation of risk management, to stimulate the national, regional and 
local governments to cooperate and find common strategies and best available 
methodologies and practises to
* reduce the risk and impact of accidents in the North Sea;
* improve contingency plans;
* improve high water monitoring systems;
* developing flood control areas;
* improve evacuation possibilities.
This theme is particularly suitable to Interreg due to the need of transnational consultation 
and need for compatibility with regulations and strategies at EU and national level.
Some (on going) Interreg projects do focus on Risk management topics.
COMRISK is a common project of the North Sea coastal defence authorities. It aims at 
improved risk management for coastal flood prone areas (end date June 2005).
COMCOAST (COMbined functions in COASTal defence zones) is a European project which 
develops and demonstrates innovative solutions for flood protection in coastal areas, (on 
going project, end date December 2007).
SAFECOAST aims to contribute to a sustainable, harmonious and balanced development in 
the coastal lowlands of the North Sea Region by anticipating future climate change scenarios 
(on going project, end date June 2008).
Safety @ Sea seeks to develop innovative risk management strategies, including practical 
methodologies applied through regional demonstration projects (on going project, end date 
June 2007).
The results of the ongoing projects will determine the adjustment of some of the project 
ideas.
The project ideas are split up in two parts:
* Risks in relation to human activities;
* Natural induced risks.
C. 7 /Management of r/s/ts from human act/v/f/es
* Risk Management incorporated into )CZM - Integration of risk management in ICZM 
initiatives through Integrated and Sustainable Coastal Protection, co-ordination of marine 
protected areas, SWOT analysis, introduction of Sustainability Appraisal methods into 
decision making, long term funding, adequate zoning of activities.
Level: Experience exchange
Key players: National .regional and local government, universities and research 
centres,
* Cooperative Risk Management - Risk reduction and disaster response involving 
environmental authorities, ports (emergency harbour concept for NSR), development for 
a more efficient and better trans-national oil disasters approach to combat, improve data 
base and assessment methods for vessel collision risks with offshore installations, 
identify methods for promoting the public awareness and communications of risks, 
develop new ways for an effective trans-nationally harmonized disaster precaution and 
develop a multi-hazard atlas for the NSR informing about potential risks and showing 
possible consequences including social and economic vulnerability.
Level: Experience exchange, joint solutions in border areas
Key players: National regional and local government, harbours, shipping authorities
and relevant authorities, private sector (insurance companies).
* Poüution Management - Management of pollution trans-nationally by adapting ways to 
minimize and control discharge of harmful substances from land based sources into the 
NSR. Requires management of new waste like sludge and nuclear waste, diffuse point 
sources of pollution and identifying harbours as recycling centres.
Level: Experience exchange and joint solutions
Key players: National and regional government, harbours, shipping authorities and
private sector
* Terror attack prevention - Development of terror attack prevention and response 
systems along integrated transport chains in the form of cooperative responses to the 
International Ship and Port Facility Security Code ISPS.
Level: Joint solutions
Key players: National and regional government, harbours, transport sector
* Quality shipping - Identify methods for implementation of quality, low environmental 
pressure shipping.
Level: Experience exchange "*
Key players: National and regional government, harbours, shipping associations
C.2 /Management of natura/ /nducecf hazards /c/Zmate change and sea /eve/ r/se)
* Risk Management - Identify methods for harmonizing trans-national risk management, 
promoting public awareness and communication regarding to natural risks, an effective 
trans-nationally harmonized disaster precaution, develop new ways for financing 
measures mitigating the risks (e.g. involving insurance companies), evacuation 
exercises during coastal flooding and coastal risk management in identifying the weakest 
points. Learning from other countries experiences in historical flooding is relevant.
Level: Experience Exchange
Key players: National and regional government, NGO's, universities and research
centres, private sector (insurance companies), musea, info centres and 
media
* Coastal Protection - Response in coastal zones to future rise of sea level requires 
identification of methods for harmonizing long-term coastal protection integrated into 
spatial planning, cost benefit identification of coastal protection (identify new approaches 
with a better benefit-cost ration), cross-border coastal protection, methods for managing 
the marine resources used for coastal protection and integration with the creation of 
nature oriented coastal protection concepts.
Level: Experience exchange and Joint solutions
Key players: National .regional and local government, universities and research
centres, sector groups (interest groups, professional organisations, 
NGO's).
Shipping regulation is not really a focus for Interreg
Adapting to Oimate Change - Develop scenarios for selected regions to adapt to climate 
change and climate change initiatives.
Level: Transnational (experience exchange and joint solutions)
Key players: National .regional and local government, universities and research
centres , sector groups (interest groups, professional 
organisations, NGO's).
^ h ëm ^ D ^ ^^ ln fôm îâtîo r^n^ëchno îog^ "
The General principles and policy options resulting from the 'EU Demonstration Progroamme 
on Integrated Management in Coastal Zones 1997 - 1999 ".assesses the hypothesis that 
the continued degradation and mismanagement of many of Europe's coastal areas can be 
traced to problems related to:
a Insufficient or inappropriate information, both about the state of the coastal zones
and also about the impact of human activities (economic and non-economic);
a Insufficient coordination between different levels and sectors of administration and
their poilicies;
a Insufficient participation and consultation of the relevant stakeholders.
The experiences of the EU Demonstration Programme on ICZM show that mostly:
Management of the coast has lacked vision and is based on very limited 
understanding of coastal processes;
Scientific research and data collection have been isolated from end-users.
In the current climate, coastal and near-coastal data and information, are scattered across a 
variety of governments, departments and agencies, other public bodies, NGOs and 
commercial organizations which frequently require the same data, but collate them 
separately.
Changes in government attitudes towards information, improved technology and new 
legislation regarding the availability of environmental data, means that it should now be 
possible to provide easy access to many readily available data products. The building 
blocks required to achieve this already exists, such as metadata, geo-referencing and the 
interoperability standards. What is now required is greater co-ordination between 
organizations to harmonize their data management procedures and encourage data sharing. 
(Harries, 2004, p. 5 f .
An central information platform will make appropriate management of the coastal zone 
possible by uniformize and integrate
"European Communities. 1999. The Commission's demonstration programme on integrated coastal zone 
management Towards a European Integrated Coasta) Zone Management (ICZM) Strategy, General Principles 
and policy options'. httD://eurooa.eu.int/comm/environment/iczm/demoDam.htm
Harries, J. (2004). National Initiatives for Managing Coastal data. In Coasfnef, fhe bu</ef/n of fhe coasfa/ nefworA 
(Vol. 8 issue 3, pp. 5-6).
Appropriate data of the coastal zone;
Good flows of information by those taking ICZM action and information providers.
This theme is particulary suitable to Interreg due to the fact that the proposed project ideas 
will give the opportunity to work out transnational cooperation and due to the integration 
cross-sectoral and vertical coordination will be realisable for coastal water management.
Only one interreg project has already covered some of the mentioned aspects. The Interreg 
IIIB project GEOSHARE. GEOSHARE has been founded to promote and develop the use of 
internet in providing equal access to geodata. One of aims of GEOSHARE is the 
improvement of tools for the management and provision of data and the systématisation of 
information for four themes. One of the themes is Spatial Management.
A new Interreg project could broaden the scope and focus on Coastal Zone Management in 
detail.
D. 7 Da fa Resources and Mapp/no
* Coasta) Ctassification - Development of a geological coastal classification scheme and 
identify issues of interest (e.g. potential erosion areas).
Level: Joint solutions
Key players: National, regional and local government, government executing
agencies, universities and research centres
* Data Resources and Mapping - Development of a digital map of the North Sea Region 
and to address issues of differing regions data systems and technical data integration. It 
is important to identify gaps in current knowledge, coordination of methodology / 
comparability, standardization of metadata and where future research and development 
efforts should be focused. Data resources would include mapping, monitoring data, meta 
databases and new inputs through qualitative methods.
Level: Joint solutions
Key players: National .regional and local government, government executing
agencies, universities and research centres, Sector groups (interest 
groups, professional organisations, NGO's)
* Cottation / integration of existing information - Common data concept for all different
sectors (setting up common criteria sets per sector for the whole NSR). The following are 
examples of datasets to be integrated: SEAs, renewable energy investigations, 
cumulative impact criteria and modelling of potential climate change, shoreline 
topographical surveys, quantifying threats, collation of intertidal and subtidal biotope 
data, summarized and prioritized areas of coastline and heritage information.
Level: Experience exchange
Key players: National .regional and local government, government executing
agencies, universities and research centres, Sector groups (interest 
groups, professional organisations, NGO's), Residents and local users, 
Musea and info centres.
* Broader stakehoider invotvement and additiona! means for information 
dissemination - Activities within projects concentrate much more on reaching 
implementing stakeholders and therefore much stronger efforts of dissemination of 
relevant results and other information are needed. Projects must have a much higher 
amount of funding for dissemination, inviting people and participation at crucial meetings.
Level: Experience exchange
Key players: National .regional and local government, government executing
agencies, universities and research centres, Sector groups (interest 
groups, professional organisations, NGO's), Residents and local users, 
musea, info centres and media.
6.7 What partners outside the North Sea Region wouid be cruciai to consuit or 
to co-operate with?
Partners who have undertaken simitar projects, neighboring countries and neighboring 
interreg regions such as: Baltic Sea Region, Iceland, Bay of Biscay Region, Barents 
Region, North of France, Ireland (Irish Sea Pilot Advisory Board and Irish Sea Partnership), 
all of UK coastal areas, English Channel groups, East of Scotland European Consortium 
(ESEC), MARE (decision support team in Sweden), etc.
It is crucial to consult with partners in aii of the EU states to address internationa) 
probiems and issues like transnational use coordination in sea areas, integration of different 
EU policies, regulations and strategies) in transnational plans.
Other partners on an internationat ievei such as: World bank, OPEC, United Nations, 
International NGO's, other ports and harbour authorities, all those exploiting the North Sea 
Water, European Lifestyle and Marine Ecosystems (ELME), US Estuaries initiative, 
International Council for the Exploitation of the Sea (ICES), European Environmental bureau 
(EEB), ELME (European Lifestyle and Marine Ecosystems), US Estuaries Initiative, etc.
6.8 in what way shouid this theme be formuiated in order to get the most out 
of trans-nationai spatiai deveiopment co-operation in a new programming 
period?
To get the most out of trans-national spatial development co-operation in a new 
programming period for coastal water management initiative, several recommendations 
have been suggested.
To get the most out of trans-national spatial development co-operation in a new 
programming period for coastal water management initiative, several recommendations 
have been suggested.
Nationai stakehoider support for CWM/!CZM - National stakeholders must be more 
frequently and strongly involved in the next round of Interreg-projects. Many problems 
and challenges need the involvement of national / state authorities and even ministries in 
order to have a chance to promote certain developments (e.g. secure shipping, 
exploitation of sea beds, etc.), to make necessary changes in national legislation, to get 
national support in form of investment funds and to reach leading politicians (e.g. 
ministers).
Communication and Dissemination - Coming projects should take a great interest in 
applying for and providing means for the involvement of broader groups. Especially 
stakeholders for implementation are crucial. This involves the participation of citizens, 
NGOs and linking academia with policy makers, consultation techniques and standard 
terminology for CWM / ICZM / MSP.
A positive approach to the future management of the North Sea- Today CWM/ICZM 
focus on the threats and the risks of the different uses on the sea and the environment. 
But there are the opportunities for the future at sea like tourism, transport, renewable 
energy, fish farming, natural habitat and species, etc. We need a positive approach for
the future management of the sea and the coastal zone. A project on a survey of all 
these (future) opportunities for the North Sea Region would be very useful.
Toots and Techniques - like decision support systems including risk assessment 
techniques, Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA), Cost Benefit Analysis, Multi 
criteria analysis are needed to help all the stakeholders to focus on the right issues and 
discussions. These tools provide the bridge between technical and sectoral knowledge 
on the one side and policymaking (decision making, objectives, criteria) on the other 
side.
Common data and mapping standards - should be ranked as a crucial subject Quality 
and availability of harmonized data are very pre-requisite for successful trans-national 
collaboration. Also EU databases must be used and included here, thus even the DG 
Regio, the EEA and Eurostat have a role to play.
Cooperation iand/sea is a fairty "new" issue - This theme has many uncertainties 
because current ICZM focused on the landside although land and sea are having an 
impact on each other like: fresh/salt water, salt intrusion and loss of fresh water, etc. 
Sectoral policies make it difficult to apply a holistic approach to these interdependencies 
of land-sea. There is a need to develop an ICZM with consideration of this relation 
between land and sea.
integration / Harmonization / impiementation of EU Poticies - Projects that support a 
better integration of different EU sectoral policies and regulations (ICZM, Water 
Framework Directive, Marine Strategy, Agricultural policies, Fishery policies etc.) would 
be highly valuable. We will need to focus on integration instead of implementation of 
sectoral EU policies and legislation.
Communication on Possibitities for interreg Programmes - Involves awareness 
actions (informing interested participants), organizing trans-national contacts between 
stakeholders, supporting officials.
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7. APPEA/D/CES
7.1 Appendix 1 : List with contact detaiis per region
This is the list with all the invited people. "Workshop" means that they attended a workshop 
and questionnaire means that they were send a questionnaire and not necessary answered 
the questionnaire.
Name Function Organisation City Workshop or questionnaire
1 Françoise Lantsoght Coordinator VLtZ Ostend Workshop
2 Yvo Peeters
Ministerie van Viaamse Gemeenschap - 
Ports, Waterways and Marine Affairs Poiicy 
Division
Brusseis Workshop
3 Georges Pichot Management Unit of the North Sea Mathematica) Modets Brusseis
4 Wim Stubbe Provincie West-Vtaanderen Brugge
5 Kai Böhme CRP Henri Tudor Esch-surAizette
6 Frank Maes Universiteit Gent Gent questionnaire
7 Erika Van den Bergh Scientific Attaché institute of Nature Conservation Brusseis
8 Jean-Louis Herrier Ministry of the Fiemish Region - Nature Devision - Coasta) Zone Brugge
9 Bernard De Putter Head of the Department AWZ - Afdeiing Waterwegen Kust Ostend
10 Michaei Kyramarios Fédérai Government on Environmentai Heaith Brusseis
11 Geert Hoorens Toursim Fianders and Westtoer
12 Bond Beter Leefmiiieu
13 Jan Ba! Administration of harbours,waterways and sea Brusseis
14 Freddy Aerts Administration of Waterways and Maritime affairs - Maritime Access Division Antwerp
15 Frank Mostaert Ftanders Hydrauiics Research Laboratory Antwerp questionnaire
16 Adriaens Frank Environmenta! coordinator AG Haven Oostende questionnaire
17 Aspesiagh Marc Prevention advisor offshore fishing
Prévis - Zeevissersfonds
questionnaire
18 Berteioot Miguei Engineer AWZ - Waterwegen Kust questionnaire
19 Ctaessens Sven Spatia) pianner Provinciebestuur West-Viaanderen
20 Cox David Programm administrator Federaai Wetenschapsbeieid
21 De Brauwer Dirk Head of cet) maritime works AWZ - Maritieme Toegang questionnaire
22 De Raes André GOM - West-Vtaanderen questionnaire
23 Demuyter Joris AWZ - Scheepvaartbegeieiding questionnaire
24 Donnay Eric Coastguard Kustwacht (Permanent Secretariaat)
25 Hostens Kris Head of Department Bioiogicai Monitoring CLO-Departement Zeevisserij
26 Mees Jan Director VLiZ, Vismijn questionnaire
27 Pieters Marnix Scientific attaché Viaams instituut voor het Onroerend Erfgoed (ViOE) questionnaire
28 Piasman Cathy Advisor Cei Noordzee, Kabinet Minister Vande Lanotte - Noordzeebeieid
29 Ronsse Wiüy Captain Nauticai head of department Loodswezen DAB
30 Stabbinck Bart Nature-Coast manager Natuurpunt questionnaire
31 Stienen Eric Scientific attaché instituut voor Natuurbehoud questionnaire
32 Stoens Eddy Advisor Provincie W-Viaanderen
33 Van Cauwenberghe Patrick Assistant manager Havenbestuur Brugge-Zeebrugge
34 Van Mee) Guido Advisor Gemeenteiijk Havenbedrijf Antwerpen questionnaire
35 Van Steeiant Paui Stichting Duurzame Visserijontwikkeiing
36
Verhegghen Jean- 
Francois
Min.VL. Gem. - Adm.iandbouwbeieid - 
Dienst Zeevisserij, Administratief Centrum
37 Versiuys Wi)!y Chairman Viaamse Visserij Coöperatie questionnaire
38 Victor ivan Chairman Stichting Duurzame Visserijontwikkeiing questionnaire
Name Function Organisation City Workshop or questionnaire
1 Bart Korf Policy Advisor RIKZ (Rijks instituut voor kust en zee) Den Haag questionnaire
2 Pascal Lambrigts Researcher Royal Haskoning Nijmegen
3 Arnoud van der Meulen EUCC Leiden Workshop
4 Wieger Franssen Researcher Raad voor Verkeer en Waterstaat Den Haag
5 Lieke Berkenbosch Projectmanager
Rijks Instituut voor Kust 
en Zee Den Haag questionnaire
6 Marinus Bokhorst Rijks Instituut voor Kust en Zee Haren questionnaire
7 Max Roksnoer deltamanager Rijn Schelde Delta Bergen op Zoom questionnaire
8 Frank van der Meulen
Coordinator 
Coastal Zone 
Management 
Centre
Coastal Zone 
Management Centre Den Haag
9 Jens Enemark Secretary Common Wadden Sea Secretariat
Wilhelmshaven,
Germany
10 Arjen Bosch Rijkswaterstaat DNN Leeuwarden
11 Jan de Graaf
12 MiekeZiel
Ministry of Housing, 
Spatial Policy and the 
Environment (VROM)
Den Haag
13 Khoji Wesselius SNN - Northern Netherlands Assembly Groningen Workshop
14 Mark Overman Ministry VROM Den Haag Workshop
15 Bert Veerman
KIMO - Environmental 
Organisation with focus 
on the North Sea Workshop
16 Hermine Eerenstein V&W-RIKZ Den Haag questionnaire
17 Desiree Bokma Ministerie van VROM Den Haag
18 Kees Justus Vogel Ministerie van VROM Den Haag Workshop
19 Annemarie Van Hoorn Ministerie van LNV Utrecht
20 Jacco  Maisan Ministerie van LNV Utrecht
21 Hans Slotema Ministerie van EZ Haarlem
22 Wino Aarnink V&W-DGW Den Haag
23 Christien Absil North Sea Foundation Utrecht questionnaire
24 Gal Andorka RIKZ Den Haag Den Haag
25 Eric Blaakman V&W-DZL MIDDELBURG
26 Hans Balvoort RIKZ Den Haag Workshop
26 Marinka Kiezebrink RIKZ Den Haag
27 Ad Wolters DWW Delft questionnaire
28 Seas At risk
29 W W F
30 Anne Nasveldt Greenpeace
31 Bosch DNN
32 De Graaf DNN
33 Quene RIKZ
34 Vanmeerendonk Frysland questionnaire
35 Tromp Frysland questionnaire
36 Burbunk Provincie Groningen
Nam. Function OrganlMtton C!ty
^ Y s — .7
1 John Craig Strategic fanning team
"'Yorkshire
Bever)ey.HU179BA Workshop
2 Margaret Freer
SustainabteDevetopment Officer 
(Coasta!)
East Riding of Yorkshire
Hat), Beverley. HU17 9BA
3 Chair of East Riding !CZM Forum (INCA)
Humber !NCA. Water's 
Edge. Mattkitn Rd. Barton
4 GitesBarttett Environment Officer Co— Y016 4EQ Workshop
5 Sue Boyes o °E L °a n M a r C o a L j& u d iM University of Hull Workshop
6 MikeEüiott Studies University of Hull Hu!! Workshop
7 Tyne and Wear. NE30 4PZ
8 MsJaneHaczynskyj Yorkshire Water
Nabum W W TW . Nabum. 
York.Y0199RN Workshop
9 WiüKemp Spatial Planner Leeds Questionnaire
10 SueGubbay Marine Spatia! Ptanning Expert tndependent Questionnaire
11 M.ke Quigley
North East Regiona! Marine 
Officer Engiish Nature Northumberland Quest,onna,re
12 Steve Hu!) !rishSeaPi!ot ABPMer Southampton -
13 Tony Murray Asset Manager (Offshore) Crown Estate London -
14 Dr Carotyn Heeps Marine Estates Crown Estates London
15 Chris Tompkins Manne and Waterways Division Defra London
16 Dominic Whitmee Defra Bristo!
1/ Co!in Morris DfT -
18 Nige! Pearce Energy Poticy (Windfarms) DfT London
19 PaulMaslin d ^ ^ m e n t ' " " ^ ^ ' d tiO IH  Gas Directorate London
20 Richard MeOish -
21 Mike Bat! Coastal Manager C o u n c f ^ " ' ^ ' ' ' ^
Counci!. County Ha!!. 
Bevertey. HU 17 9BA
22 Pau!Be!!otti Forward Planning Manager C o u n c f ^ " ' ^ ^ ' " Bevertey. HU179BA
23 PauiGiüüand Nationa! Marine Engtish Nature Peterborough -
24 Mike Quigtey
N^rth East Regional Mann.
Engtish Nature Northumberiand
2b Chris Mi!!s Marine Environment Agency -
26 PhiüipWinn
The Witterby Office. 1 Viking 
C!ose, Great Gutter Lane
Upon Hu!!. HU10M )E
27 David Owen Regiona! Ptanning GO Yorkshire Leeds
28 Capt Philip Cowing Harbour Master - Humber Humber Estuary Services
P.O.Box 1. Northern 
Gateway. Hu!! HU9 5PQ
29 Mick King Humber Forum -
30 Steve Atkins irishSeaPiiot JNCC Peterborough
31 Michael Comerford Regionat Manager
Coastguard
Aberdeen
32 David McCandless Chief F ishes Officer C o m m ï ^ " ^ ' " ^ Y016 4LP
33 Mr Ben Dillon
Scarborough Centre for Coastai 
Studies (SCCS) University of Hull North Yorkshire.YOt1 3AZ
34 Dr Magnus Johnson Studies (SCCS) Universe of Hull North Yorkshire.Y0113AZ
Name Organisation C!ty or
Q uestionna
1 Ótivia Lassiere Bnttish Waten^ays Unknown
2 Cotin McLeod JNCC Peterborough Workshop
3 Adam Otejnik Perth and Kinross Counci) Perth and Kinross Workshop
4 David Strachan Perth and Kinross Heritage Trust Perth and Kinross Workshop
5 Richard Park SEPA Scottand Workshop
6 PamCoutts Angus Council Ï a m t s S ^ Ö Ï ^ '^ ' Workshop
7 Susan Crawford St. Forfar, DD8 3WA Workshop
8 Marti Davidson D e u m e n " ' ' '^ St. Forfar. DD8*3WA Workshop
9 George Gray D e p a n m e n r " " ° " " St. Forfar. DD8 3WA workshop
10 Stan Paterson ^ p ä ' m e n r ' ' ^ " " DD8 3WR Workshop
11
Countryside Ranger Service.
Park. DD2 4TF ^
12
Dundee City Council. Planning
House. Dundee DD1 3RB
13 JohnStanners C o ^ u ^ " ' ' " '
Mitchett St Centre. Mitchett
Workshop
14 Alistair Lawson Arts DD13RB Workshop
15 Peter Sandwell Arts DD13RB Workshop
16 Gary Robertson ans DD1 3RB Workshop
17 Alan Murray a n d T 'a n s p o ^ ^ ' ' " " ' " ' ' " Workshop
18 Thomas Couper Fife Council Education Service Fife Workshop
19 Peter Dickson
F^Cound,Transportation
SLT Workshop
20 Andy Ketty s l ^ e s ^ ' ' '
Fife House. Noth St 
Gtenrothes. Fife. KY7 5LT Workshop
21 Les Hatton Fife Countyside rangers KY7 6ET Workshop
22 (Cllr) John Gulden Perth and Kinross Council
Puttar Hous. 35 Kinoutt St. 
Penh. PH1 56D Workshop
23 Graham Essson Pe^h and Kinross Council
Puttar Hous. 35 Kinoutt St. 
Perth. PH1 56D Workshop
24 (Cttr) Atan Jack Perth and Kinross Council
Puttar Hous. 35 Kinoutt St. 
Penh. PH1 56D Workshop
25 (Cttr) Peter Mutheron Perth and Kinross Council
Puttar Hous. 35 Kinoutt St. 
Perth. PH1 56D Workshop
26 Brenda Murray Perth and Kinross Council
Puttar Hous. 35 Kinoutt St. 
Perth. PH1 56D Workshop
27 Niatt Lobtey Service
Transportation, Puttar 
House, 35 Kinoutt St, 
Perth. PH1 56D
28 Keith Berry Port of Dundee Forth Ports PLC Chambers Port of Workshop
29 Anton Edwards SEPA PH2 8PA Workshop
30 KateFarrer SEPA PH2 8PA Workshop
31 lanMarr SEPA
62 High Street. Arbroath. 
DD11 1AW Workshop
32 Stephen Midgley Scottish Coastal forum
Scojrish Executive. Victoria
Workshop
33 Atex Keay Montrose Harbour Montrose harbour Workshop
34 Robert Dey Scottish Water h v e ^ e D M 5 M Workshop
35 Keith Datgteish SNH, Fife KY15 5HS W o*shop
NorVision update study 1 "Coastal Water Management" 
Invitation and participation list Germany
Organisation/Person Participation (no. 
of persons)
No
participa ti 
on28.4.
Hambur
g9-12.30
2.5.
Bremen
14-17.30
IR North Sea representatives:
1. Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung BBR 
Nicole Schäfer
(auch: Brigitte Ahlke, Gerhard Waqner)
0 1 0
2. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, Behörde für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt 
Referat Regionalplanung 
Herr Guido Sempell
1 0 0
3. Senator für Bau und Verkehr
Referat Raumordnung, Stadtentwicklung, Flächennutzungsplanung 
Herr Matthias Rethmeier
0 1 0
4. Niedersächsisches Ministerium für den ländlichen Raum, Ernährung, 
Landwirtschaft und Verbraucherschutz 
Referat 302
Dr.Friedhelm Budde/Ing ridKürsten
0 0 1
Federal administrations 0 0 0
5. Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau- und Wohnungswesen 
M. Sinz, Prof. Dr. Hagen Eyink; Ms. Gina Sieqel
0 0 1
6. Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie (BSH) 
Dr. Nico Nolte;
Dr. Manfred Zeiler 
RalfWasserthal
0 0 1
7. Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaft und Rohstoffe 
Herr Dr. H. Kudrass
1 0 0
8. Bundesforschungsanstalt für Fischerei 0 0 1
9. Bundesanstalt für Gewässerkunde 
Herr Dr. Heiko Leuchs
0 1 0
10. Sondersteile des Bundes und der Küstenländer für Ölunfälle See/Küste 
beim W SA Cuxhaven
0 0 1
11. Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit 
Stefan Besser 
Thorsten Falk 
Herr Michae) Kracht
0 0 1
Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung 
Herr Hans Ortwin Nalbach
0 1 0
12. Bundesamt für Naturschutz 
Herr Dr. Rainer Blanke
0 0 0
13. Umweltbundesamt 
Frau Barbara Locher
0 1 0
14. Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau- und Wohnungswesen
Unterabteilung LS 2: Schifffahrt
Robert-Schuman
0 0 1
Administrations of the Länder 0 0 0
15. Ministerium des Inneren Schleswig-Holstein
Abt. Landesplanung
Klaus Volkmann
Frau Astrid Dickow
Frank Liebrenz
0 0 1
16. Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Arbeit und Verkehr des Landes Schleswig- 
Holstein
Abteilung VII 3 - Technoloqie, Tourismus und Qualifizierunq
0 0 1
Senator für Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr 
Ref. Wasserwirtschaft und Hochwasserschutz 
Herr Dr. Uwe Probst
0 1 0
Der Senator für Wirtschaft und Häfen 
Ref. Umweltangelegenheiten 
Frau Dr. Lampe 
Herr Jochen Kreß
0 2 0
17. Niedersächsisches Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Technologie und Verkehr 
Referat 407 - Hafen und Schiffahrt
0 0 1
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Invitation and participation list Germany
Organisation / Person Participation (no. 
of persons)
No
participai
on28.4.
Hambur
g
9-12.30
2.5.
Bremen
14-17.30
18. Niedersächsisches Ministerium für den ländlichen Raum, Ernährung, 
Landwirtschaft und Verbraucherschutz, Referat 303 
Herr RD K.-Heinrich Vespermann
0 0 1
19. Niedersächsisches Umweltministerium 
Frau Elisabeth Preuß-Bruns
0 0 1
20. Niedersächsischer Landesbetrieb für Wasserwirtschaft, Küsten- und 
Naturschutz Betriebsstelle Norden 
Herr Frank Thorenz
0 1 0
21. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg 
Behörde für Stadtentwicktung und Umwelt 
Amt für Umweltschutz Abteilung Gewässerschutz 
Herr Christian Ebel
1 0 0
22. Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg 
Behörde für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt 
Amt für Naturschutz und Landschaftspflege 
Abteilung Naturschutz 
Wolfgang Prott
0 0 1
23. Deutsch-Niederländische Raumordnungskommission, UK-Nord 
Regierungsvertretung Oldenburg 
Frau Barbara Woitmann
0 1 0
24. Dr.-Ing. Bernhard Heinrichs
Ministerium für Arbeit und Bau des Landes Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
Abt.4 - Raumordnung und Landesplanung
0 0 1
Sub-ordinated administrations of the Länder 0 0 0
25. Forschungs- und Technologiezentrum Westküste 
Herr Dr. Andreas Kannen
1 0 0
26. Nationalparkverwaltung Niedersächsisches Wattenmeer 
Herr Dr. Hubert Farke
0 1 0
Nature Protection Initiatives (§ 58 BnatSchG u.a.) 0 0 0
27. Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland (BUND) Landesverband 
Niedersachsen eV, Hannover
0 0 1
28. Naturschutzbund Deutschland Landesverb. Niedersachsen e.V. (NABU), 
Hannover
0 0 1
Regional Cooperations 0 0 0
29. Aufbaugemeinschaft Bremen - Weser - Jade 0 0 1
30. Ems Dollart Region 
Frau Tineke Vonk-Ronhaar
0 1 0
31. EUREGIO 0 0 1
32. Geschäftsstelle der Regionalen Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Bremen/Niedersachsen
Frau Birgit Ahn
0 1 0
33. Neue Hanse Interregio c/o Bezirksregierung Weser-Ems, Oldenburg 0 0 1
34. Projektgesellschaft Westküste MbH 
Frau Antje Hauptvogel
1 0 0
35. Projektträger Jülich Außenstelle Rostock 
Herr Andreas Irmisch
0 1 0
36. Wirtschaftsverband Weser 
Herr Ralf Rüdiger Heinrich
0 1 0
Other 0 0 0
37. Common Wadden Sea Secretariat CW SS 
Herr Manfred Vollmer,
0 1 0
38. EUCC - Die Kuesten Union Deutschland 
Frau Sybille Schneqelsberg
0 1 0
39. Aktionskonferenz Nordsee e.V. 
Frau Inge Ewen 
Frau Nadja Zierbarth
0 2 0
40. Schutzqemeinschaft Deutsche Nordseeküste e.V. (SDN), Varel 0 0 1
41. W W F Wattenmeer und Nordseeschutz , Bremen 
Herr Uwe Johannsen
0 1 0
Research 0 0 0
42. Geographisches Institut, Universität Hannover 
Prof. Hanns Buchholz Leiter Abt. Kulturgeographie
0 0 1
43. Universität Kiel, Geographisches Institut 
Prof. Dr. Horst Sterr 
Herr Hans Jörg Markau 
Herr Stefan Reese
2 1 0
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of persons)
No
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Hambur
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Bremen
14-17.30
44. Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung (WZB) 
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Glaeser 
Senior Researcher
0 0 1
45. Maritimes Institut der Hochschule Bremen 
Frau Dr. Michaela Mayer
0 1 0
46. Universität Bremen 
Fachbereich 02 - Biologie 
Herr Dr. Schuchardt
0 1 0
47. Alfred-Wegener-Institut 
Frau Christina Morchner
0 1 0
48. Institute for Chemistry and Biology of the Marine Environment (ICBM) Carl 
von Ossietzky University of Otdenburg 
Herr Dr. Thomas Klenke
0 1 0
TOTAL 7 25 22
Name Function Organisation City Workshop or questionnaire
1 Heüe Fischer
Ministry of Environment - Danish Forest 
and Nature Agency - Spatia! Ptanning 
Department
Copenhagen
2 Per Toppenberg Nordjyttands Amt Atborq Ost Workshop
3 Lisbeth Ohrgaard
Ministry of the Environment, Danish Forest 
and Nature Agency, Spatia) Ptanning 
Department
Copenhagen Workshop
4 Per Toppertberg Nordjyttands Amt Atborq 0st
5 Jens Kurnot tnterreg )))B North Sea Programme Viborg
6 Lise Smith tnterreg tttB North Sea Proqramme Viborq
7 Johnny Reker Department - Habitat and Sea Protection
Ministry of the Environment, Danish Forest 
and Nature Aqency Copenhagen Workshop
8
9 Jorgen Magner Head of department - Sea protection
Ministry of the Environment, Danish 
Agency for Environmenta) Protection Copenhagen
10
11 Bo Riemann Head of department - Marine Ecotogy
ministry of the Environment, Nationa) 
Environment Research tnstitute Roskitde
12
13 Fritz Köster
Head of department, 
researcher - Department 
of Marine Fisheries
Danish institute for Fisheries Research Copenhagen
14
15 Christian Laustrup Head of Department, engineer Kystdirektoratet - (Coasta) directorate) Lemvig Workshop
16
17 Ture Fatbe-Hansen Secretary to the management Danish Energy Authority Copenhagen
18
19 Gunver Bennekow Director Genera! Danish Society for Nature Conservation Copenhagen
20
21 Torki) Jonch-Ctausen
Director of Research. 
Devetopment and 
innovation Department
DH) Water & Environment Horshotm
22
23 Anna Studshott, Bjarke Jensen County of North Juttand Regiona) authority Aatborg
24 tda Broker head, Coasta) Dynamics DH) Water & Environment Horshotm Workshop
25 Peter Btanner Head of Department of Environmenta! issues WWF Verdensnaturfonden Copenhagen
Name Function Organisation City Workshop or questionnaire
1 Ottav, Anne Britt Senior enqineer Norwegian Coastal Adm Haugesund
Bierkemo. Ole Kristian Norweaian Coastal Directorate Aalesund
3 Inge Deskeland Hordaland County Municipality Bergen
4 Froyland Pallesen Per Head of regional Rogaland County Municipality Stavanger questionnaire
5 Axel Red
Ministry of Local Government 
and Regional Development
Oslo
questionnaire
6
Jartrud Steinslid Senior Adviser Ministry of Coast and Fisheries Oslo
questionnaire
7
Wilhelm Torheim Deputy Director 
Genera!
Ministry of Environment Oslo
questionnaire
8
Judith Kortgârd Adviser Ministry of Local Government 
and Regional Development
Oslo
questionnaire
9 Roger Bennet questionnaire
10 Jan Henrik
11 Trine Bekkby
Norwegian Institute for Water 
Research (NIVA) questionnaire
Name Function Organisation City
Workshop or 
questionnaire
1 Hans-Olof Sällvin Ministry of Industry Employment and Communications Stockholm questionnaire
2 Hans-Âke Persson Västra Götalandsregionen Göteborq workshop
3 Arne Joelsson biologist County Administrative Board of Halland Halmstad questionnaire
4 Lisbeth Schultze head of environmental unit County Administrative Board of Haltand Halmstad questionnaire
5 John Strand regional chairman Swedish Society for Nature Conservation Halmstad questionnaire
6 Annika Carlsson
Member of Region Halland 
board, member of North Sea 
Commission
Region Halland Göteborg
7 Bengt Frizell Senior environmental officer County Administration Board Västra Götaland Göteborg workshop
8 Kerstin Hugne head of unit the National Board of Housing, Building and Planning Karlskrona
9
10 Kjell Grip the Environmental Protection Agency questionnaire
11 Stockholm
12
13 Christine Rappe the Evironmental Protection Agency Stockholm
14 Hermansson Sture
CEO; County Adm Board 
of Värmland, Pres IR III A Inner 
Scandinavia, Sub Com North 
Sea IR III B. Sub Com Baltic 
prog IR HI B
Karlstad
15 Per Hörberq Senior environmental officer Region Västra Götaland Boräs
16 Gunnar Wockatz County Administration Board Västra Götaland
Göteborg
17 Hans-Olof Sällvin Swedish Government Industry 
Ministry
Stockholm
18 Staffan Larsson National Board of Fisheries Stockholm
19 Lars Johansson National Board of Fisheries Stockholm
20 Laura Piriz National Board of Fisheries Stockholm questionnaire
Jessica Hierpe National Board of Fisheries Göteborq workshop
Helena Starfelt National Board of Fisheries Göteborq workshop
21 Willand Ringborg Swedish Maritime Administration Stockholm
22 Lennart Nyman W W F Sweden Stockholm
23 Kent Blom Swedish Maritime Administration Stockholm
24 (and Swedish Dev Agency 50%)
25 Anna Boman Ministry for the Environment Stockholm
26
27 Hans Westberg Ministry fo rthe Envrionment Stockholm questionnaire
28 Regional contacts in 
Region Scania (Inregia)
Peter Hörberq Region Gothenbourg Gothenbourg
29 Charlotte Lindström Reqion Scania, Planning Dep Kristianstad questionnaire
30 Katarina Pelin Region Scania, Planning Dep Kristianstad questionnaire
7.2 Appendix 2: List with revised documents for the desk research
7.2.1 Project documents
Current INTERREG research projects; Comrisk, ComCoast, Power, SafeCoast, Waddert Sea Forum, The 
fisheries partnership, Coastnet, Eurosion
2003 Strategies of the OSPAR commission for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East 
Atlantic: Biological Diversity and Ecosystems, Eutrophication strategy, Hazardous substances strategy, 
Offshore oil and gas industry, Radio active substances strategy
ESPON: European Spatial Planning Observation Network, Espon Project 1.3.1 Natural Hazards, Espon Project 
2.1.5 Fisheries
Recommendation of the BaltCoast Project / Interreg III B (2003?)
Effects on introduced organisms in Norwegian waters (2004)
Norvision report; http://www.planco.de/norvision.htm 
Interreg North Sea: Programme document for InterreglllB
Ospar Biodiversity committee on spatial planning and integrated coastal zone management: Planning in the 
North Sea- a first attempt to describe the existing spatial control mechanism; Offshore Oil and Gas Industry, 
http://www.ospar.org
EU Commission: Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament: Towards 
a Strategy to protect and conserve the marine environment. COM(2002) 539 final
European Environmental Advisory Council (EEAC), W G on Coastal Zones and Marine Environment:
Comments on the Commission Communication, Den Haag/ Lisboa. 10-June-2003
(Members of the WG: German Environmental Advisory Council; Dutch Wadden Sea Council; Portuguese
National Council on Environment and Sustainable Development; English Nature; Scottish Natural Heritage)
EUCC - The Coastal Union: A Common Approach to the Implementaiton of ICZM in the Baltic Region: The
Principles underlying such an approach; document prepared for the Coastal Planning and management in the
Baltic Sea Region, as part of the 5"* HELCOM-HABITAT meeting in May 2003, Finland
EUCC. Policy Instruments for ICZM in Nine Selected European Countries, prepared for the Dutch Nationat
Institute für Coastal & Marine Management, Jan. 2000, EUCC - Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the
Baltic States, State of the Art Report, Dec. 2001/ Aug. 2002
BaltCoast WP1 : Framework for the co-ordinated use of offshore water areas around the Baltic Sea (InterreglllB 
project BSR)
NorCoast: recommendations on improved Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the North Sea Region 
(2001)
7.2.2 Ftanders (Betgium)
Visie en krachtlijnen nota, naar een geintegreerd kustveiligheidsplan 
Ruimtelijk Structuur Plan Vlaanderen 
Provinciaal Ruimtelijk Structuur West- Vlaanderen
Action 20: Geintegreerd beheer van de Noordzee van het Federaal plan voor duurzame ontwikkeling 
Overview of planned projects for Belgium: Extension of the Ostend Harbour,Trapegeer conservation area, 
Maintainance dredging on the North Sea,.Sand and gravel exploitation..Offshore Windmills.Paardenmarkt site 
Current important research project for Belgium: GAUFRE:"Towards a Spatial Structure Plan for Sustainable 
Management of the Sea",Balans: "Balancing impacts of human activities in the Belgian part of the North Sea"
7.2.3 The Nethertands
Beleidslijn voor de kust-ontwerp
Naar een integraal kustzonebeleid, beleidsagenda voor de kust 
Nota Ruimte
Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap 1-long term vision 
Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap 2 
Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap 3 
Derde kustnota
Overview of planned projects for The Netherlands: Geluk voor de kust. Zwakke Schakels in de Kust (Zeeland 
, Zuid Holland, Noord Holland), Verdieping van de Westerschelde & Uitbreiding van de haven van 
Zeeland/Antwerpen, PKB WaddenZee, Gedeeltelijke opening Haringvlietsluizen, Near Shore Windmolenpark 
bij Egmond aan Zee, PKB/PMK haven van Rotterdam (tweede Maasvlakte), Uitbreiding van de zeesluizen van 
Ijmuiden, Pilot studies coastal communities, ICZM
7.2.4 Engtand and Scotiand
DfT: British Shipping: Charting a new course. Department of Transports strategy for shipping
DTI 2003 The Strategy - Prosperity For All. Governement's strategy for improving business and trade.
Defra Water Strategy Directing the Flow - priorities for future water policy. Government water policy linking in 
with agriculture and fisheries; land use; climate change; biodiversity; leisure and recreation; and flood 
management
Guidance notes on procedures for regulating offshore oil and gas fietd developments. Not a strategy but 
Governments guidance on offshore oil and gas developments.
Economic evaluation of fishing vessel decommissioning scheme. DFP - member states to set targets for 
fishing fleets
PM's Strategy Unit: Net Benefits: A sustainable and profitable future for UK fishing
Renewables Obligation Order 2005. UK requirement for a certain percentage of electricity to be suppiied from 
renewable sources
Modern Ports: A UK Policy. Clear picture of trends affecting the ports industry, and especially of the potential 
need for port investment. Published: 31 July 2001.
Marine Minerals Guidance Notes. Marine Mineral Guidance 1: Extraction by dredging from the English seabed
Marine spatial planning. In process - Government commissioned pilot study
Making Space for Water: Developing a New Government Strategy for Flood & Coastal Erosion Risk
Management. In process to update 1993 Government strategy on Flood and coastal erosion
England Biodiversity Strategy. UK Government's strategy for biodiversity - include marine and coastal areas
UK Government Sustainable Development Strategy indicators. A handy-sized booklet uses around 50
indicators to highlight selected sustainable development issues
Review of Consenting Regime for Development in Marine Environment
Review of Marine Nature Conservation
ICZM in the UK: A stocktake
Marine Stewardship Report - Safeguarding our seas
Potential Benefits of Marine Spatial Planning to Economic Activity in the UK: Royal Society for the Protection of 
Birds (RSPB  2004)
England Rural Development Programme (ERDP)
Tomorrow's Tourism 
Defra's Rural Strategy
The 2003 Energy White Paper 'Our energy future - creating a low carbon economy'
DT) Future Offshore Consultation Document 
Regional Corporate Plans 
Regional economic strategies 
Planning policy guidance 20: Coastal planning
"Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development,,7: Sustainable Development in Rural 
Areas. 11: Regional Spatial Strategies, 22: Renewable energy, 23: Planning and Pollution Control,
Regional Planning Guidance
Marine Protected Areas in the context of Marine Spatial Planning - discussing the links 
Sea Use and Spatial Planning
Marine Spatial Planning: A down to earth view of managing activities in the marine environment for the benefit
of humans and wildlife
UK Marine Special Areas of Conservation
Defra High Level Targets
Catchment Flood Management Plans
Shoreline Management Plans
Agenda 21
Regional Sustainable Development Frameworks*
Securing the Future - UK Government sustainable development strategy March 2005*
Biodiversity Action Plans - Habitats and Species*
England Biodiversity Strategy
Natura 2000 in UK Offshore Waters: Advice to support the implementation of the EC Habitats and Birds 
Directives in UK Offshore Waters
Review of Consenting Regime for Development in Marine Environment
Dti position paper on the mitigation and management of oil and gas marine seismic surveys
"DTI/UKOOA Code of Practice on Access to Upstream Oil and Gas
Infrastructure on the UK Continental Shelf*
Towards Spatial Planning in the Marine Environment: Implementing the Bergen Declaration
East Riding Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan: Towards a Sustainable Coast June 2002
Developing A Strategic Framework For Scotland's Marine Environment
Scottish Executive Securing a Renewable Future: Scotland 's Renewable Energy
A Strategy For Scotland's Coast and Inshore Waters
A Strategic Framework for Inshore Fisheries in Scotland 2005
Framework Strategy and Action Plan
A Strategic Framework for Scottish Aquaculture
Opportunities for Marine Energy in Scotland
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) UK Public Consultation for Offshore Energy Licensing
National Planning Policy Guidance
Rural Planning Typologies Research: Final Report
Developing a Strategic Planning Framework for Scotland's Marine Environment
Review of Integration among Plans for the Coast in Scotland: An Analysis of the SCF Coastal Plans Inventory
A Future for Our Seas
Climate Change: Review of Levels of Protection Offered By Flood Prevention Schemes 
Meeting the Needs (Scottish Executive Environment Group)
Scotland's Biodiversity - It's in Your Hands
Indicators to Monitor the Progress of Integrated Coastal Zone Management: A Review of Worldwide Practice - 
Research Findings
Indicators of Sustainable Development for Scotland
Prevention of Environmental Pollution from Agricultural Activity A CODE OF GOOD PRACTICE
Protecting Our Marine Historic Environment: Making the System Work Better
REV IEW  OF THE SCOTTISH CLIMATE CHANGE PROGRAMME: A CONSULTATION
EXTENDING PLANNING CONTROLS TO MARINE FISH FARMING Consultation paper
Scottish Coastal Forum: Current ICZM initiatives: Spring 2004
Scottish Coastal Socio-Economic Scoping Study
Coastal Management Trust for Scotland
Defra Marine Spatial Planning Pilot. Study to test the practicability of implementing marine spatial planning in 
the UK. The study involves a literature review of relevant experience together with the development of a 
simulated pilot plan for part of the Irish Sea.
7.2.5 Germany
Raumordnung auf dem Meer. Bundesamt für Bauwesen und Raumordnung, Bonn, Heft 7/8.2004 
Raumordnung auf dem Meer? Raumordnungsstrategien für ein stärker integriertes Management des 
Küstenraumes: Workshop-Dokumentation, Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau- und Wohnungswesen 
28.10.2002
Integriertes Küstenzonenmanagement (IKZM): Raumordnungsstrategien im Küstenbereich und auf dem Meer, 
Thesenpapier Okt. 2003 (K.Gee, A.Kannen, B.GIaeser, H.SteRr)
Integriertes Küstenzonenmanagement (IKZM): Raumordnungsstrategien im Küstenbereich und auf dem Meer, 
Teil I: Themen, Trends und Herausforderungen im Küstenraum: Sept. 2003 (K.Gee, A.Kannen, B.GIaeser, 
H.Steer)
H.J.Buchhotz: Strategien und Szenarien zur Raumnutzung in den deutschen Ausschließlichen
Wirtschaftszonen in Nordsee und Ostsee, edited by BBR, Bonn, Dez. 2002,
Ministerium für Arbeit, Bau und Landesentwicklung Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Raumentwicklungsprogramm 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Entwurf, Jan. 2004 (State Spatial Plan of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, SSP-MV/ 
offshore part)
Abschluss des Raumordnungsverfahrens - Landesplanerische Beurteilung - zur geplanten Errichtung des 
Offshore-Windparks SKY2000 in der Mecklenburger Bucht, Innenministerium Schleswig-Holstein, 
Landesplanungsbehörde, Dez. 2003 (example for the German Territorial Impact Assessment procedure - TIA - 
for a wind farm project)
Innenministerium Schleswig-Holstein: Integriertes Küstenzonenmanagement in Schleswig-Holstein, Kiel 20010 
Landesregierung Niedersachsen: Änderung des Landes-Raumordnungsprogramms Niedersachsen, 2004 
Weiterer Ausbau der Windenergienutzung im Hinblick auf den Klimaschutz, i.A. des Bundesministeriums für 
Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit, Berlin, Nov. 2003, Strategie der Bundesregierung zur 
Windenergienutzung auf See im Rahmen der Nachhaltigkeitsstrategie der Bundesregierung (interministerieller 
Bericht, Jan. 2002)
Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie: Standarduntersuchungskonzept - Auswirkungen von 
Offshore-Windenergieanlagen auf die Meeresumwelt, Feb. 2003 (Federal Maritime and Hydrographie Agency 
(BSH): Standard concept to assess impacts from offshore wind mills on the marine environment)
7.2.6 Denmark
Action Plan for Nature Conservation in Denmark, 2004-2009
Denmark's national strategy for sustainable development - "A shared future - balanced development" (2002) 
Development and state of environmental protection in Denmark (2001 )
Towards a Cleaner Marine Environment (2001)
7.2.7 Norway
National Transport Plan (2006 - 2015)
Norway's action plan for sustainable development (2002)
7.2.8 Sweden
A Swedish Strategy for Sustainable Deveiopment (2003)
The Sea - time for a new strategy (Swedish Commission on the marine environment, final report, 2003)
7.2 Appendix 2 : List with revised documents for the desk research
7.2.1 Project documents
Document 6 Norvision report: http /Zwww planco de/norvision htm 
fina!
Document 2: 2003 Strategies of the O SPA R  commission for the Protection of the 
Marine Environment of the North-East Atiantic
e/o/og/ca/ D/vers/fy and Ecosystems
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Ospar 2003 Strategies for the protection of the North
Geographical Coverage North East Attantic
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ? Ospar Convention
Sh in  h a r ^ S " "  " "  ° " " "  " " "
Main spatial challenges
Problem solving/conflias?
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
^ p it^ 'îîs ê ïr '^ ' "" ""
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Ospar20.3 SMteg.es for the protection of the North
Geographica! Coverage North East Atlantic
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ? Ospar Convention
^ ^ r , p s p ^
Main spatial challenges
Problem solving/conflicts ?
^ m i n a t e j ^ ^ n ^ s e s ^ ^ h ^ i o n :
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders ?
2000/60/EC. Council Directive 91/271/EEC (Urban
91/676/EEC (Nitrate Directive); and the tPPC Directive 
96/61/EC. and ""*°**°"°"*^ouncil Regulation
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Ospar 2.03 Strategies for the protection of the North
Geographical Coverage North East Atlantic
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ? Ospar Convention
Existing problems ?
Main spatial challenges
Problemsolving/conflicts? -
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational co-operation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Ospar20.3 Strategies for the protection of the North
Geographical Coverage North East Atlantic
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ? Ospar Convention
Existing problems?
Main spatial challenges
Problemsolving/conflicts?
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Ospar2003 Strategies ,or the protect.on of the North
Geographical Coverage Nonh East Atlantic
Covered by policies. strategies and investment plans ? Ospar Convention
Existing problems?
Main spatial challenges
Problem solving/conflicts?
of:
o r g a n , ^ t a n d ! ^
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational co-operation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Document 3: ESPO N : European Spatia) Pianning Observation Network
Espon Prq/ecf 7.3.7 /Vaftvra/ Hazards
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
ESPON Project 1.3.1
THE SPATiAL EFFECTS AND MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL AND 
TECHNOLOGtCAL HAZARDS tN GENERAL AND !N RELATION TO 
CUMATE CHANGE (2002-04)
Geographical coverage: EU
; " = ^ L a . o c a l , . ,
Main spatia! challenges:
Planned activities (incl. Value in euro's):
Planned investments [incl. Value m
Beneficiary stakeholders: Every member state of the EU
Transnational co-operation planned?
Benefits for new programming period:
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference: ESPON Action 2.1.5 Territorial Impacts of European Fisheries Policy
Geographical coverage: EU
iilmTExLl/locain " "
Main spatial challenges:
Planned activities [incl. Value in euro's):
Planned investments (incl. Value in
Beneficiary stakholders:
Transnational co-operation planned?
Benefits for new programming period:
7.2.2 Ftanders (Betgium)
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
Document reference
kustveiligheidsplan
Geograph,Ml Coverage Flemish Coasl
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ?
^ o  o n e ^ o Z ' '  "°*
Main spatial challenges
Problem solving/conflicts ?
t  r j — l î i î i ^ s i i i
Planned investments
Benefrciary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Document 17: Ruimteüik Structuur P!an Viaanderen
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Long term Spatial Planning Flanders
Geographica! Coverage Flanders
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ?
The coastal water is the competence of the federal
Problemsolving/conflicts?
Planned activities (incl. Values in euros)
Planned investments -
Beneficiary stakeholders? -
Transnational co-operation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Document18: Provinciaa! Ruimteüjk Structuur West-V!aanderen
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
Document reference ^ - S p a t i a l  Planningfor^eprovince^es,
Geographical Coverage Flanders, provtnce West -Vlaanderen
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ? Yes, there is a part that needs to be imptemented
Lineinfras.ruc.ure
Problem solving/conflicts ?
Planned activities (ind. Values In euros)
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperation planned ? *
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Document 19: Action 20: Geïntegreerd beheer van de Noordzee van het Federaa! p)an 
voor duurzame ontwikkeüng
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference
l e  F ^ S h t s u s t ^ ^ p m e ^
Geographical Coverage Belgium (federal level)
Yes
; J s t ° i o ^ a " r ^
Problem soMng'conficts? -There is a need for an integrated management plan
Planned investments
Benef,clary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period?
Document 20: Overview of ptanned projects for Betgium: Extension of the Ostend 
Harbour,Trapegeer conservation area, Maintainance dredging on the North Sea„Sand  
and grave! expioitation,,Offshore Windmiüs,Paardenmarkt
Exfens/on of Me Ostencf Maf&our____________________
7rapegeer conse/vat/on area 
Ma/nfa/nance dredg/ng on the /VorM Sea
Officia) Joumat 22.08.90) as modified by a cooperation agreement signed on September 6. 2000 (Betgian Officia) 
Jouma) 21.09.00).
<n accordance with the law of January 20. 1999. authorization is required to dump dredging materia) at sea The
Sane/ and grave/ exp/o%af/on
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7.2.3 The Netheriands
Document 22 Beleidslijn voor de kust-ontwerp
Document 23 Naar een integraal kustzonebeleid, beleidsagenda voor de kust
Document 24 Nota Ruimte
Document 25 Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap 1-long term vision
Document 26 Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap 2
Document 27 Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap 3
Document 28 Derde kustnota
Document 29 Overvtew of planned projects for The Netherlands: Geluk voor de kust
issues .«dressed in the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Beleidslijn voor de kust (2003)
Geographical Coverage Coast of the Netherlands
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ?
Existing problems?
Ma.n spat,al challenges
^ 2 — f s a ^ ' ' " '
Problem solving/confiicts ?
-
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperaHon planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Document 23: Naar een integraa! kustzonebeteid, be!eidsagenda voor de kust
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
Document reference dJkLsl'" '" '" S " " "  beleidsagenda voor
Geographica! Coverage Coast of the Netherlands
Covered by policies, strategies end investment plans ?
Ma.n spaliai challenges Contrary interests sea level rise <-> -ise In population
Problem solving/contlicts ?
Planned activities (incl. Values in euros)
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational co-operation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming per,od ?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Nota Ruimte : Ruimte voorontwikkeling
Geographical Coverage Dutch part of the Nodh Sea
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ? OSPAR. EEZ
Existing problems ? tntensiveuseofthe existing space
Problem solving/conflicts?
-natural gas and oii exploitation
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming penod ?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap1
Geographica! Coverage North-and South Holland
Covered by polices, strateg.es and investment plans ?
'hg projects- are not the solut.on .ndivldual needs need
Ma.n spatial challenges
Problem solving/conflicts ?
Planned activities (ind. Values in euros) -
Planned Investments -
Beneficiary stakeholders? -
Transnational co-operation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap2
Geographical Coverage North-and South Holland
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ?
Existing problems ?
Main spatial challenges
Problemsolving/conflicts?
Planned activities [ind. Values in euros)
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational co-operation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming penod ?
IOR Document Screening
Document reference Strategische visie Hollandse Kust stap2
Geograph,cal Coverage North-and South Holland
Covered by policies, strategies and investment plans ?
Mam spatial challenges
Problem so!v.ng/conf]icts ?
Planned activities {incl. Values in euros)
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders ?
Transnational cooperation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
Document reference Derde Kustnota
Geographical Coverage Coast of the Netherlands
Covered by polices, strategies and investment plans ?
Main spatial challenges
Problem solving/confticts?
I f l^  l e  — e ^ e  l a l —
Planned investments
Beneficiary stakeholders?
Transnational cooperation planned ?
Benefits for a new programming period ?
ZwaMe Sc/iake/s /7i c/e Kus/ ^Zee/and, Za/d /-/o//and, A/oord Ho//and)
/CZM
7.2.4 Engtand and Scottand
the potentia) need for port investment. Pubtished: 31 Juty 2001 
tCZMintheUKAstocktake
Document 65 Agenda 21
Document 66 Regional Sustainable Development Frameworks*
Document 67 Securing the Future - UK Government sustainable development strategy March 2005*
Document 68 Biodiversity Action Plans - Habitats and Species*
Document 69 England Biodiversity Strategy
Document 70 Bil'^v'^n  t T ^  W a t e ï " "  ' °  " "  '""""T"""*'"" "° EC ""
Document 71 Review of Consenting Regime for Development in Marine Environment
Document 72 Dti position paper on the mitigation and management of oil and gas marine seismic surveys
Document 73 "DTi/UKOOA Code of Practice on Access to Upstream Oil and Gas
Document 74 infrastructure on the UK Continental Shelf*
Document 75 Towards Spatial Ptanning in the Marine Environment: implementing the Bergen Dectaration
Document 76 East Riding integrated Coastat Zone Management Plan: Towards a Sustainabie Coast June 2002
Document 77 DevelopingAStrategic Framework For Scotland's Marine Environment
Document 78 Scottish Executive Securing a Renewable Future: Scottand 's Renewable Energy
Document 79 A Strategy For Scotland's Coast and inshore Waters
Document 80 A Strategic Framework for inshore Fisheries in Scottand 2005
Document 81 Framework Strategy and Action Plan
Document 82 A Strategic Framework for Scottish Aquaculture
Document 83 Opportunities for Marine Energy in Scottand
Documentât 'S " * '  Consultation for Offshore Energy
Document 85 Nationai Ptanning Poticy Guidance
Document 86 Rurai Planning Typotogies Research: Final Report
Document 87 Devetoping a Strategic Ptanning Framework for Scotland's Marine Environment
0 °cument88 P ,tZ L n ,y  "" S "
Document 89 AFuture for Our Seas
Document 90 Ctimate Change: Review of Levets of Protection Offered By Flood Prevention Schemes
Document 91 Meeting the Needs (Scottish Executive Environment Group)
Document 92 Scottand's Biodiversity - ifs in Your Hands
Document 93
W ^ e P r a ^ '  pLe'^ h " "" "  "
Document 94 indicators of Sustainabie Devetopment for Scottand
Document 95 Prevention of Environments) Poitution from Agricutturat Activity A CODE OF GOOD PRACTiCE
Document 96 Protecting Our Marine Historic Environment: Making the System Work Better
Document 97 REViEW OF THE SCOTTiSH CLiMATE CHANGE PROGRAMME: A CONSULTATiON
Document 98 EXTENDiNG PLANNiNG CONTROLS TO MARiNE FiSH FARMiNG Consuitation paper
Document 99 Scottish Coastat Forum: Current tCZM initiatives: Spring 2004
Document 100 Scottish Coastat Socio-Economic Scoping Study
Document 101 Coastat Management Trust for Scottand
Document 102
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference DfT: British Shipping: Charting a new course
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
:
meetthese challenges?
a = r ^
^orseaReg^^*'"''""''''
a.h.c
"" Ration Bri„sh shipowners and the government
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
s g n ^ r ^
w ,.w ou ,d  he usefultotestin pllot
transnational context
Reinforcing regulatory frameworks
^ p e ^ t e ^ h 7 ^ ' * ° ^ " ° '
World Bank.
(13) Benefits for new programming period Increasing the UK's attractiveness to shipping enterprises
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low.
Document 31 DU 2003 The Strategy - Prosperity For AH. Governement's strategy for 
improving business and trade.
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference DU Prosperity for Ail
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
b, "  h "  ge - around 1 7 mi,lion households ,n England and
K o ^ S e a " ^ ^ ^ ' " " " ' ' ' ' ' '
a, b
"" ^ ^ o n ^ p ^ r s f ' ' " ^ UK companies and population, the government
unde^kmg Rework (the likely
Government and UK companies
s e c a n t  progress (the crucial
would be valuable to undertake?
S ^ Î ' n g ^ i o n a l ^ m . e s  - improving the economic
^ c h '^ Jd b e l s e f u l^ M t ^
Transfernng knowledge
transnationai context
Extending competitive markets
various overseas players
(13) Benefits for new programming per,od
gap.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
Devetopments.
(2) Geographica! Coverage UK
"  S ^ S ïH ÏÏE S E E ir a n d '
meetthese challenges?
T i g  proper account ofen^nmen^l impact and the interests of
^ o d ^ e a " ^ ^ ' ' ' ' " " " * " ' ' ' '
a. b
Licensees, regional marine conservation stakeholders
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
Licensees
E ^ t M ^ i ï  bu'ldlr  ^a ^ o ^ n jp i^ l in e s  and other
Fac,„ta„ng c o m m u n e s
transnational context
Regulation following Field Development Programme authorisation
Owners of in,ras.uc.ure and ov.ersb„hirdpadyr,hts
(13) Benefits for new programming ponod
boundaries and the Department's approach where fieid operattons are
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Document 35: PM 's Strategy Unit: Net Benefits: A sustainabie and profitabte future for 
UK fishing.
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
UK fishing
(2) Geographical Cove rage UK
meetthese challenges?
a. b
UK fishing industn-
undeyking Rework (the likely
Government and fishenes departments
^ w o u ld  be useful to tes„n pilot
partnership to achieve long-term UK objectives Neither government nor
^ p ' ^ a t ' e ^ ^ " " ^ ^ " " '
EUpiayers.
(13) Benefits for new programs,ng period
employment to communities att around the UK s coasts
(14) Sense of Urgency? High
Document 36: Renewabies Obtigation Order 2005. UK requirement for a certain 
percentage of electricity to be supptied from renewabie sources
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Renewables Obtigation Order 2005
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
meetthese challenges,
X jSn  C e ^ e ^ R O C t ' i s ^ u ^
'
^p Z '.on fk^ K ?'"''^ Renewable energy industry.
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
Government.
^ d ^ ^ l u a b ^ u n d e ^ ? ^
Consultation.
w h i ' ^ u l d b ^ ^
TBC
transnational context
Levels of obligation
^pe^te^h7^ ''°^ ''°'
Other EU countnes
(13) Benefits for new programming period Lower emissions.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 37: Modern Ports: A UK Poiicy. Ctear picture of trends affecting the ports 
industry, and especiaiiy of the potentia) need for port investment. Pubiished: 31 Ju iy  
2001
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
[1) Document Reference Modern Ports - a UK Policy
[2) Geographical Coverage UK
make new demands on transpoh systems, and on ports ,n
meet ^ heM challenges?
e l ^ m e n ^ p ^ ' " " " * '
^pTtion^yp^e^'''^ Government and po^sindust^
unmaking rework (the likely
Government
'^ 'S '^ùk^ se^ ^
transnational context
PermLed development nghts
^pe^te^h7^''°^"'^
C e r  EU countries.
(13) Benefits for new programming period Ports that meet demands of industry.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
(2) Geographical Coverage England
R ^bn  until 2 0 1 ^ °
c) Minimising area authorised for dredging
meet these challenges?
i ë à s M e ^ d d ^
a, tt, c.
N a t i o n  ( k J j p ^ y ' " " " '
Government and local regions.
u n ^ k in g  the work (^e likely
Government
^ d ^ ' l u a S t d S ^
Liaison, monltonng and periodic reviewing.
w h i ' ^ w ^ l d b r ^ J t ^ ^
Spatial sampling.
transnational context
Monitoring of environmental effects.
^ o p e ^ t e ^ h 7 ^ ' ' ° ^ ' ' ° '
Marine authorities.
(131 Benefits for new programming period
o r l ^ ^ I e " " ^ " " '  " " " "
(14) Sense of Urgency? High
Document 40: Making Space for Water: Deveioping a New Government Strategy for 
Flood & Coasta! Erosion Risk Management. )n process to update 1993 Government 
Strategy on Fiood and Coasta) erosion.
issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
ID  Document Reference
(2) Geographical Coverage England
mee.these challenges?
^ o ^ S e a " ^ ^ ^ " ' ' " " " ' ' ' ' ' '
a. b
Coastal communities, government
unmaking the worKf,h. I,kely Government.localau.on.es
^ d d ^ ^ lu ^ 'to ïn d e ^ k e ? ' '
involve stakeholders a. all levels of nsk management
' ' " ' S h '^ u î d ^ ù s e J t o l e f t ^
w j S f f n d % a X l^ l n d m a n a g ^ ^ ^
Other countnes operating similar systems
[13) Benefits for new programming period
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 41: Engiand Biodiversity Strategy. UK Government's strategy for 
biodiversity - inctude marine and coasta! areas
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
b ^ .n t  a ^ m é y ' ° '  " " " " "  *
[2) Geographical Coverage England
m ^ t ^  challen^? ^ e ^ m e ^ s u Z p ^ r e l s ' o ^
a. b
^ p ^ t ' i o n ^ y p ^ ' ' ' ' ' ' " " ' '
Conservation organisations
Government.
ï ^ d ^ l u j b ^ o t d e ^ ? '
Using indicators, indicator development and baseline assessment
' ' " ' ^ y ^ d d b ^ s e J t o ^ M t l ^
Us,ng comparable indicators
transnationat context
Gauging success
Local Authonties
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
° '
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 42: UK  Government Sustainabte Devetopment Strategy indicators. A 
handy-sized booklet uses around 50 indicators to hightight seiected sustainabie
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference UK Government Sustainable Development Strategy indicators
)2) Geographical Coverage UK
c!
m eet^ 'cha llM ges?
Setting of strategy indicators
a. b. c. d
^pZbn^p^e^'''"^*' Coastal stakeholders.
undedaking Rework (the likely
Government
!^d^lu^?u'nX^?^ No information
Nolnforma,on.
transnational context
Meeting targets
Other non-bordenngcountnes
(13) Benefits for new programming penod Sustainable development
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Review of Consenting Regime for Deveiopment in Marine Environment
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
-  = E ; : r ' "
m ê ê l^ ch a llë n g ^ ? d 4 u m e ^ ? o t f F Z k p ^ m m ê o T " " "
Coastal stakeholders, government etc
u n ^ k ln g  the wodi (the likely
Government.
s e c a n t  progress (the crucial
^ d ^ l u a b ^ n d e d ^ ? ' ^
^ f e n t1 S !^ s  u ^  ° "
transnational context
Previous experience
Rest of EU.
(13, Benefits for new programming penod
relevant to better regulation and to policy aims of consent regimes
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 45: !CZM in the UK: A  stocktake
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference integrated Coastal Zone Management in the UK: a stocktake
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
^ g iv ^ m e m ^
a.b.c.d.e
" "  ^ p ^ ' " " J y p ^ e r s r ' ' ^ ^
Government, maritime authonties and stakeholders
undedaking the wod, (the likely
Government
^ d ^ ' l u ^ ' t o t S ^ k e ? ' "
Communicating ICZM
5 h '^ u l ^ r ! s e f u n o t J ^
Workshops, stakeholder padicipa,ion events.
transnational context
Framewod. implement.
^ p ê ° a t e ^ h ? ^ " ° ' ° ' ' ' " " ° '
L o c a l i t i e s . EU
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
of^as!^ alt'HLr ^  " "  ^ "^em en t
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 46: Marine Stewardship Report - Safeguarding our seas
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Marine Stewardship Report Safeguarding Our Seas
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
œ a s J w a t ^ ^ N o ^ s l ' r oceans and seas while protecting ecological processes and
m M t^h ë^Sên ges? nee^"io be d ^ '  " "  " " " " "  ^
K ^ S e a R ^ ^ ' ' ' ' " ^ ' ^
R a t i o n  ( k J y p ^ r s r ' ' ' " ^
Coastal stakeholders, government etc
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likeiy
Government
would be valuable to undertake?
' ^ ' S w ^ d b ^ s e J ^
Applying precautionary pnnciple.
transnational context
How to instigate better cooperation.
Rest of EU.
(13) Benefits for new programming period Sustainable management and development of the sea
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 47: Potentia! Benefits of Marine Spatia! Ptanning to Economic Activity in 
the UK: Roya! Society for the Protection of Birds (R S PB  2004)
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
UK
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
^ s ^ a t e ^ ? N o ^ s l ' ^ b) Trans-boundary issues
meêt^heM challengts '^
implementing manne spatial planning.
a. b
" "  ^ r a t ' i o n ^ y p ^ e ^ ' ' " " ^
Coastal stakeholders, government etc
u n d o in g  the work (the likely
Government
gathenng quantitative evidence of benefits facilitating sector growth
S h '^ ù l^ ù ^ J t o ^ Js t T p iM ^
Improve information efficiencies, regulatory efficiencies
transnational context
Potential economic benefits of MSP
Rest of EU.
(13) Benefits for new programming period MSP implementation.
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Tomorrow's Tourism DCMS 2004
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
b) Government and the tourism industry together need an effective
'**' mMl^ese challengts? " l ^ n  p ^ " " "  "" """" '
a. b
^ p n 'io n (k ^ y '° Tourism industry - government, workforce, tourists
unde^king the work (the likely
Government and tourism forums.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
same objectives.
Summits to monitor progress and for planning future action.
transnationa! context
Encouragement of industry growth
Other tourism forums and governments
(13) Benefits for new programming period Increasing share in industry's market.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
M ^ n  e t f n J^
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
œ a s ta fw a t l^ b '^ N o ^ s lr
c) u ^ n j m u ^  the U K ^ n e ^ in J^ ^ u r e
'
Government and renewable energy industry.
unde^king the work «he likely
s e c a n t  progress «he crucial
would he valuable to undertake?
which would be useful to test in pilot e n ^ n e M in g ïn ? t^ l^ y
transnational context
^ p e ^ a t e ^ h 'T ^ " " ' " ' " " " " '
Other EUcountnes.
(13) Benefits for new programming period Lower emissions.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues address.« in the TOR Document Screen,ng
(1) Document Reference DT! - Future Offshore
(2) Geographical Coverage Great Britain
b) Decline of the UK's indigenous energy supply
m ê ê t ^  challenges? D e v Î p I â ^
a. b
Government and manne renewable energy industry
undeyking Rework (the likely
Government
would be valuable to undone?
S '^ ù î d b ^ s e M t o ^ ^ ^
Geographic information Systems (G)S).
transnational context
Overall sustainable management.
^ p e ^ ! e ^ h 7 ^ ' ' ° ^ ^
Other EU countnes
(13) Beneftts for new programming period Lower emissions
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 56: "Ptanning Poticy Statement 1: Detivering Sustainabte Devetopment,,7: 
Sustainabte Devetopment in Rurat Areas, 11: Regiona! Spatiat Strategies, 22: 
Renewabte energy, 23: Ptanning and Pottution Controt
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
[1) Document Reference ODPM: Planning Policy Statement 11 - Regional Spatial Strategies
(2) Geographical Coverage England and Wales
œ a s J w a t é ^ K r s î a ^ "  ° '  " " " " " ' " S
a d ! ! a ! ^ ^ ^ r a n g r o ^ e S m e n !o p ^ " s 1 ^
^ p ^ o n ( k ^ y ' " ' " "
Government and local regbns
unmaking the work (the likely
Government
^ d ^ ' l u a b ^ n X ? I k e ? ' '
which w ^ ù î ^ s e X ^ i n % l o t
transnational context
Application of national policies to the circumstances of the region
All regional authorities
(13) Benefits for new programming period Sustainable development.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Document 58: Marine Protected Areas in the context of Marine Spatia! Pianning - 
discussing the iinks
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
Discussing the Links
(2) Geographical Coverage tnsh Sea
-
^et^eM^hallenges?
Sector-spec i^c spatial management arrangements relevant to MPAs
a. b
^ a , ! o ^ k f y p ! ^ e ^ ' ° " ' ^
Government and local marine authorities
unmaking Rework (the I,kely
Government
^dd^lufbîl'^ ndSe?'^ Site selects, establishment and management.
Sh'^ùî^'^ful^Mt^ Zoning
transnationat context
Strategic Environmental Assessment
^peS!e^ h7 ^ "°^ '^
Manne authorities. EU
(13) Benefits for new prog^mmmgpenod
o jpo^r"'
(14) Sense of Urgency? Htgh
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference WWF Sea Use and Spatiat Ptanning
(2) Geographical Coverage North Sea
"  " " " " '  " " " ° "
^et^heK c h a lk s ? i n t ^ e n e w '  " "  ^
a.b.c
" "  ^ p ^ a < ! o n ( k J y p ^ " r ' ' ' " ^
Coastal stakeholders
u n ^ k m g  the work (the likely
Governments within North Sea region
^ d ^ l u f b l l ' o ^ n ^ e ? ' m ^phglr^M ingi^Y^ G ls ^ " " '  " c ' °9 'c '  socioeconomic
^ u l d  be use.itotestm pilot
transnational context ymann^spaeaf p lain '!? ^
Other non-bordering countnes
(13) Benefits for new programming period
0 < ^ n n ? ^ ^ s ' ° ^ ^
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
lssu.saddf.ss.d lnth.TOH Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
the marine environment for the benefit of humans and wildlife
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
m ^ l^ ë ^  c h â l i t s ? m a n a g e d  J â S ^ ^ ï t h ï Z n ^  ^ wonmen!"'
^'órSeaR^^^''"'''"'"''''
a. b
Coastal stakeholders
Rework (the likely
Governments ^ n . o d h  Sea region.
s e c a n t  progress (the crucial
^ d ^ l u S ' t o ' u n d e ^ ? ' mappi^ncl^i^g ^ ^ G i r ^ ' ' ' '
^°'^y^uî^'nJt^llh%lol Regional approaches
transnational œntext y ^ a n n r S ,a !p la ^ ! ?  a system
! ^ ^ ^ e
Other non-bordenngcountnes
(13) Benefits tor new programming penod
system with poorly integrated or piecemeal decision making on the use
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
Coastal Eroston Risk Management
(2) Geographical Coverage England
"
a. b
^ p ^ o n ^ y p ^ f " " ' ' " " '
Coastal stakeholders
unde^k.ng the work (the likely
Government, local authonties
^ p t a n s ^ d d l je h n g t ^ m m ^ ^
Promotion of use of Shoreline Management Plans.
'^ = o n '^ , ë r '^ " ^ s Z t i ^ ^ n d c ^
^ p ^ t e  ^hT^' '°
Other countnes operating similar systems
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
ptST  ^ °" °
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Serening
(1) Document Reference Catchment Ftood Management Pians: Votume 1 - Poiicy Guidance
(2) Geographical Coverage Engtand
meetthese challenges?
5E = .? = E 3 = = = t'"
Kórs^Ragr^"''""'"''''
a. b
^ Ja t'io n ^ S ^ '''" '"^ Government and local authorities
unmaking Rework (the likely
Government
wouid be va!uab!e to undertake?
which woutd be useful to test in piiot
Broad scale modelling
transnational context
Flood risk assessment
^p^at'e^hT^""'"'""""'
L o c i , uthon.es
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Document 64: Shoreüne Management Ptans
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
" S " ' " " " ' '  " S " " " " " " "
(2) Geographical Coverage Engtand and Wates
^ a s J w a t e ^ y ? N Ó r s l a ^
^m m M ngll^su^inaM e d e^n ces"^ * '^
mMt^ë^hallenges? m L ^ s l n 7 r ^ n s J . l M ^ ^ ^
Government and key coastal process units.
unmaking the work (^e likely
Government.
^ d ^ ^ lu a b ^ n d e ^ k e ? ^
Data gathehng. identifying pressures and policy se.ec.on
w h i '^ '^ ù î ^ s ^ l '^ r p i l o t
Modeling and decision support framework
transnationa) context
Management boundar.es.
Local authohtiesand coastal units.
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
(14) Sense of Urgency? High
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
)1) Document Reference
! e g ^ r ^
(2) Geographical Coverage England
meetthese challenges?
A
Government and local regions
unde^aking the work (the likely
Government
^ d ^ l u f b ^ ' n ^ S ê ? '
RDA'stramework of challenging targets
' '  S ' ^ u l ^ ' H  J t ^ s t l r p , lo t
Stakeholder survey
transnational context
Pe^ormance monitoring
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Document 67: Securing the Future - UK  Government sustainabte devetopment 
strategy March 2005
issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
^ y °  " *  ^  S " " - '" " " '
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
^ a s t a l w a t e ^ ? N o T s î r b) Level of em,ss,ons
meet^hese*cha?lenges?
u s i ^ t ' ^ m ^
a, b
Coastal communities
unde^king the won. (^e likely
Government.localauthonties
^ d ^ ^ l u ^ ^ ^ n d e ^ e ? ^
Review existing policies, prov.de f.sca! incentives
which would be useful to test in pilot
Promoting an adaptation policy framework, public consultation.
transnational context stabilisation through a well-designed emissions trading scheme
^ p e ^ t e ^ h ^ ' * ° ^ " ° '
Other countnes operating s.m.lar systems
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
issues addressed in th. TOR Document Screening
)1) Document Reference Biodiversity Action Plans - Habitats and Species
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
untifSl'y °
d!
meet these challenges? management of the coast and coastal areas, appraisal and regulation.
^ ^ S e a ^ ^ ^ ^ ' " " " " ' ' ' '
, c . e
Coastal communities, conservation organisations
unde^aking the work (the likely
Government local authorities
which would be useful to test in pilot
Build on and complement relevant existing structures
transnational context mlnipi;rjnJ!^^'Ü^I p^XJs '
Other countnes operating similar systems
(13) Benefits for new programming penod Complementary actions to conserve and enhance biodiversity
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
)1) Document Reference
S i n t  a ^ m é n t ^ *  " " " " " " S
(2) Geographical Coverage England
M g t ^ m e m M s u ^ p ^ r e l r . ^
a. b
R a t i o n  (k^p S^ rs^ '^
Conservation organisions
u n ^ k in g ^ e  won, (the likely
Government.
" "  r ^ d ^ l u S ^ n d e S e ? '
using indicators, indicator development and baseline assessment
' ' " ' S w ^ d b ^ e X ^ M i n ^ ^
Using comparable indicators
transnational context
Gauging success
Local Authonties
)13) Benefits for new programming penod
g ^ e S ^ ' '  ° '  ^
(14) Sense of Utgency? Medium.
Document 71: Review of Consenting Regime for Devetopment in Marine Environment
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Review of Consenting Regime for Development in Marine Environment
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
E E B - r *
! ^ " t ^  challenges? lu m e ^ r o t i j f f w o ! ! !  p r ^ t ^  ''
, h . c
^p"°at!o^kJypS^'^"^ Coastal stakeholders, government etc
Government.
s e c a n t  pn^gress (the crucial
^dd^lu^'trunSSke?'
''"'Sh'^ ùldb^Mful^T^ Sn fen f^ g ï^ s  undt" æ " e w ° ^ "
transnational context
Previous experience.
Rest of EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period
^ K ' h M e r r ê ^ S
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
Z n e S e i s ^ c ^ y s . '  ° "
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
œ a s J w a t é ^ ^ N Ô ^ s l r
a) Effects of oil and gas industry on marine mammals
meet MOM challenges? mlg^e ^  e ^ o n ' p ^ e f ^
^ a é o n ( k f y p S ^ ' ' " ^
Marine conservation societies
unde^king the work (^e likely
NGOs
s e c a n t  pmgress (the crucial
^ d ^ J ^ lu a b ^ t o t d e S e ? '
Phase in effective mitigation techniques, evaluate cost effectiveness
which would be useful to test in pilot
Enhancementnew,echnology.
transnational context
Financial implications of industry.
EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Species conservation.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues address.« in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference ^ n ^ a i i O ^ " " "  E""'ro""-"": Implemen.ng ^e
(2) Geographical Coverage
a) Conflicts between conservation and uses of the sea.
^e t^ e^ hallenges?
MSP
Coastal stakeholders
unmaking Rework (the likely
Government
^ d b T ^ u ^ ' i o ^ ^ ? ' ^
International spatial planning for North Sea region
' '° '3 'v ^ u ï^ r !,s e ^ e s t1 rp ilo t
transnational context
Ho* parties can implement at a national level.
^ p e S !e  ^ h 7 ^ '
EU.
(13) Benefits for new programming penod Species conservation and overall management plan for uses
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 76: East Riding integrated Coastai Zone Management P!an : Towards a 
Sustainabie Coast Jun e  2002
issues .ddr.ss.d In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
s S a ? n lS  c S ^ f  2M2 ' '
(2) Geographtcal Coverage East Riding. UK
^ ° ^ ^ ^ n t a g e
meet'theM^hallenge^'
Develop an ICZM plan for the region
^ o r s e a ^ ^ ^ ' ' " ' ' " ' " ' "
a-g
^ p Z ' i o n ^ y K y ' " ^ ' ' '
Coastal communities, stakeholders, government
u n ^ k in g  the wor* (the likely
Government, local author.es
s e c a n t  progress (the crucial
^ d ^ ^ l u a b ^ '^ t ^ d ï k e ? ' ^ p ' ^ â î o t h L r  " " " "
which would be useful to test in pilot
transnational context integrated
^ p e ^ t e ^ h 7 ^ ' ' ° ^ " ° '
Other countnes operating similar systems, rest of EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Integrated coastal zone management.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 77: Deveioping A Strategic Framework For Scotiand's Marine Environment
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screen,ng
(1) Document Reference
Framework for Scotland's Marine Environment - A Consultation
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
Ü ^ f ^ e n ^
meet .ese Challenge
Implementation of the Water Framework Directive. Bathing Water.
a - !
"" ^ ^ ' l o n ^ p ^ e ^ ' ' ' ^ ' ' Government, maritime authonties. conservation gmups and population
undedaking Rework (the IM y
Government
^dbT l^u '^^ nd^^S?^ Developing coasta, strategy and consul,ation
3 ' ^ d d b r ï s ê J t o ? ^ ^ ^
Strategic Environmental Assessment.
transnational context
Planning controls
LocalAu.onties.EU
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
providefór M ^ e M d e ^ S a t i ^ r d e ^ n ^ W ^
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference R ^ ^  En e w  '  Scotland's
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
meet these challenges?
I ^ ^ ' r e ^ a M r e ^ n ^ n i ^ ^
a.b.c
Government
Government, technology-based companies
ï ^ d ^ l u a b ^ t d e d ' Z ? ' S m ^ g l ^
' ' whiTwôùld b r ^ f u l^ ^ n % lo t
Local support provided by 'one-stop shop advice
a\^i^bl^in^^lar^so ^  action carfbe'Sœn by ^ industry
^ ^ t e w ' h T ' " " " ' " ' " ' ' " "
Local Authorities. EU. ioca) compan.es.
(13) Benefits for new programming pehod
^ r ^ m ^ o n s ^ m t l n m ^ p a d l ^
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) DocumentReference Scottish Executive: A Strategy for Scotland's Coast and Inshore Waters
[2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
litter;
m e l t ^  challêngM '^ ï h ^ n g ^  f ^ a ^ i ó n ^ d '^ e J p r ^ e ^
a,b, c
Operation
Government.
undedaking the work (the likely
Government
^ u ^ ^ ' i n g t Z ^ J m f c ^ o ^  " " "
Developing l.nks relating ICZM to national indicators
f ^ e ^ o u p s t o e n s ^
^ p e ^ t e ^ h T ^ " "  "
EU.
(13) Benefits for new Programm,ng penod
within Scotland and the development of links with centres of excellence
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
Scotland 2005
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
^ a s j w a t ^ : !  r : —
a. b
" "  ^ p ^ t ' i o n ( k ^ p ^ r s ) " " " ^ "
Government. EU.
und^klng the work ( ^  likely
Government
m t u h n g ^ f " ' '  ^
''" 'w h iK u îd b r ïn jto i^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Use of performance indicators for supporting management measures
transnational context
The starting point against which success will be measured:
EU.
(13) Benefits for new programming penod Management plans to ensure sustainable fisheries.
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference A Strategic Framework for Scottish Aquaculture
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotiand
^ p u f i , !  ^derstanZg ofand —  in ScoMsh
a. b
"" ^ Je t '.o ^ S ^ ''''''" ' Government. EU
undeyking Rework (the likely
G— nt
^ n ^ r ^ i r
^ d ^ l u ^ ' ' t o ^ ^ ? ' ^
independent studies on comparative costs
''"'^ich'^ ùî^seJto^ft^ KnovOedge transfer partnerships
transnational context
Enactment of legislation governing the aquaculture industry
EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Management ptans to ensure sustamabte aquaculture industry
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Opportunities for Marine Energy in Scotland
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
meetthese challenges?
E r E I "
. . . .
^ p n 'io n lJySy '' Govemmenl, EU.
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
Government
would he valuable to undertake?
^ ^ h a ^ s m ' i o ' s u t t  ^ êds o 'n h e 'Z n ê  e n è ^ ^ u ^ :
Parametnccost.ngmethodolog.es
transnational context
Application of incentives
EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Better understanding of marine energy schemes.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference National Planning Policy Guidance - NPPG13 Coastal Planning
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
c, s f f ^ Z i n J a ^ ^
meetthese challenges?
a.h.c
^ " t ' i o ^ p S r s f ' ' " ^
Government.
undedaking Rework (the likely
Government
Consultation of statutory and non-statutory plans
''°'Sh '^ùk^ r!n^ Pnontisation of areas to work on
transnational context
implications of development plan polices
O p e r a t e
(13) Benefits for new programming period Protection of the current and future well-being of the coast.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed In the TOR
(1) Document Reference England's Rural Strategy Factsheet 2004
(2) Geographical Coverage UK
meet these challenges?
a. b
R a t i o n  ( ^ t n e ^ ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' '
Those who live in rural areas
unde^k.ng the worked likely
Government.
^ d ^ ' l u ^ t o ^ d ^ ï k t ? '
' ' " ' S ' ^ u M b ^ s e J t o ^ ^ ^
transnational context
^ ^ p e ^ t e  "
(13) Benefits for new programming period
(14) Sense of Urgency?
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Anâi^ft%CF^SRÏn7llïy^' ^
(2) Geographical Coverage
b, In ^ J— I"trlng,7en "^
^ l ^ c M e n g ^ ? ^ ^ ' ' " " ' p l a n n " ^ t ^
a. b
Government
u n k in g  the work (the likely
G o ve rn s ,
s e c a n t  progress (Ih. crucial
"" ^ d ^ l j ^ ' ^ u n d ê ^ k e ? ' Community involvement.
'' !^ich M u k ^ ^ fu H o °M tln % lo t to gauge integration between ptan policies but to track performance of
transnational context m ^ o h " ' ° "  """ '°
0 .ercoas.„orums
(13) Benefits for new programming period
management
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference A Future for Our Seas
(!) Geographical Coverage Scotland
Region until 2010?
°
^M t^eM ^ llenges? understanding of how ecosystems work
Government
u n ^k ln g lh e  work (the likely
Government.
! ! ! o ! e , ^ t ^
Ï h l ^ J d ^ e J t o ^ l n % i l o t
^ p Z t e ^ h 7 ^ " °
Other coasta,forums
(13) Benefits for new programming period Effective management strategy.
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed in the TOR
R lIin h F i^ Il2
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
c! F l ^ J g ^
o f^ n Je r 'tn d
^ o ^ S e r R e g ^ ^ ^ ' " ' '
b. c
Government, maritime aulhonties. and population
unmaking the work (the likely
Government.
^ d d ^ l u ^ M u n d e S e ? '
Flood risk assessment
transnational context
Uses of Infrastructure.
^ p e ^ t e  ^ h T ^ '
Local Authonties
(13) Benefits for new programming period Reduced flood risk.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference
conservation and enhancement of biodiversity in Scotland
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
œ a s t a ^ ^ ^ ? N o ^ s l r b! ^ ^ r e ^ r c ^ L s
m M t^ h ë^ h a llên g^ ?'^ "^ ^ ''" '' ^ e m e L t ^ r ^
a. b
R a t i o n  ( k ^ n e ^ ' " ' ' ' " ^
Conservation organisations
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
Government
s e c a n t  progress (the crucial
^ d ^ J Ï l u f b i l t t d e S e ? '
Using indicators, indicator development and baseline assessment
whl^wêdd b ^
Using comparable indicators
transnationai context
Gauging success.
Local Authonties.
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
g l e ^ . ' '  " " " "  ^  ^
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
Ij sZlnllJdeveb^nt''^
meetthesechallenges,
to )CZM.  ^ ^
a. b
^ " a - ' i o ' f k ^ p ^ e ^ ^ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
Government, local authorities
Government
^ d d ^ l u ^ M u n d e ^ k î ? ' d isc^bnsw ^
S '^ u ? d b ^ s e f u lT lM t ln %
Workshops
transnational context
Indicators to measure state of coastline and effectiveness of ICZM
LocalAuthont.es
(13) Benefits for new programming period Integrated and holistic approach to management issues.
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Indicators of Suslamable Development for Scotland
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
^ U w a t ^ J ^ N o T s l r b! F i l h l ^ k s ' a r e ^ h r ' ^
r n e e t ^  challenge? biological limits.
a, b, c
Government
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
Government.
t o l ^ 'e d iœ r ^ n g o f ^ e ^ z ^ s h a ^
^ ° ' S ^ J d ^ M X ' ° f f i n % l o t
strategic and spatial planning of devolved activities in Scottish waters in
EU
(13) Benefits for new programming penod Effective management strategy
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Document 95: Prevention of Environmentat Poüution from Agricuttura! Activity 
A CODE OF GOOD PRACT iCE
Is.u.s .ddr.ss.d In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Prevention of Environmental Poüution from Agricultural Activity
I2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
meêtlheM^llêngM?
Cross compliance of statutory management requirements
K ^ S e a " ^ ^ ^ ' " ' ' " " ' ' ' ' '
Conservation organisations. Government
Farming authonties
Prevention and control
transnational context
Control of diffuse pollution
(13) Benefits for new programming period Limited pollution
(14) Sense of Urgency? Low
Document 96: Protecting Our Marine Historic Environment: Making the System Work 
Better
tssues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Protecting Our Manne Historic Environment: Making the System Work
¢ ) Geographical Coverage UK
^ a s J w a t e ^ Z ^ o ^ S e f "  e S o n r ^ L  " " " " "
meet these challenges?
b u ' ^ M ^ I p J J ^ ' ^ ' n a ^ n L h n l w ^
Government, maritime authorities, conservation groups and population
u n ^ k in g  the work (the likely
^ d ^ l u a b ^ n d ê ^ e ? '
Review. Identifying issues and designation legislation.
S 'w ^ ù îd b e ^ n f u lm ^ e ^
Implementing new definitions.
transnational context
Defining historic environment.
^ p e ^ t e  ^ h 7 ^ '  "
Local Authon.es, EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Effective management and control of protected sites
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Review of the Scottish Ciimate Change Programme: a Consuttation
(2) Geographical Cove rage
p,
^ ê t^ M cM lê n g e s ? devetoping countries achieve sustainable devetopment.
b
Population
unmaking the work (the likely
Government
^ c a n t  progress ( ! h ^ i j
i^na^nt"an^SBuilg
''°'S'^J^teful^7est%iot Consultation
transnationat context
Delivenng reduction ,n missions
^ ^ te^ hT ^ """"""""'
(13) Benefits for new programming period Limited climate change.
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 98: Extending Pianning Controts to Marine Fish Farming Consuttation 
paper
Issues addressed In the TOR Document screening
(1) Document Reference Extending Ptanning Controts to Marine Fish Farming
(2) Geographical Coverage Scottand
^ a s J w a t e ^ j K r s e r
K ^ ^ l y ^ g ù ^
m M l^ ^ h a lle n g ts ? œ n t S " "  ° '  '"" 'S" ' ^
R a t i o n  ( k j y p ! ^ ^ " ' " ^
Government, fishers.
unde^king the work (^e likely
gemment.
s e c a n t  progress (thtc^ ia?
^ d ^ ^ tu a b ^ 't o ^ d e S e ? ^
Consultation
which would be useful to test in pitot
C o n s u lt .
transnational context
Geographical scope
^ o p e ^ t e ^ h 7 ^ ' ' ° ^ " ° '
EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Regulation of marine fsh farming.
(14) Sense of Urgency? Medium
Issues addressed In the TOR D ocken, Screening
(1) Document Reference Scottish Coastal Forum: Current ICZM Initiatives: Spring 2004
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
"  ^ ^ o r ' ^ a " ^
meetthese challenges?
a.b.c
Government, coastal forums
unmaking ^ewod. (the likely
Government
which would be useful to test in pilot
The es.b„shmen,ofaMann.Env,ronmen,Co.rd,nat.n Group
s ^ s  a ^ m a î J ^ n ^ n ^ M n s  o ^ t ^
(12) What partners outside the North Sea 0.ercoas.„ontm s.EU
(13) Benefits for new programming period Integrated approach to marine activity
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 100: Scottish Coasta! Socio-Economic Scoping Study
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Scottish Coastal Socio-Economic Scoping Study
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
meetthes.chal.nges?
" "  ^ p ^ t ' i o n ( k J y S ^ ' " " ^
Government, coastalforums
Government
d e l o p l ^ h s "  I U I , ne
which would be useful to test in pilot
Using statistical indices
,ransnatk=nal conte*
H*TlCZM n '^ rp rovide  a framework for the promotion of
Local Authonties. EU
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
^ i m ^ ^ M n  o f l c ^ ^ ^ ' '  ^
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 101: Coastat Management Trust for Scottand
Issues addressed in the TOR Document S c r e e n
(1) Document Reference
Feasibiiity Study
(2) Geographical Coverage Scotland
Reg'S! unt'fLo'o?^
p l^ r j r ï c t !  J g l l ^  a n îa !  e ^  a^on plan to establish and
" "  ^ p e ° a t ! o n ( k ^ 'p K , e ^ ' " " '^
Government, coastal forums
unmaking the work (the likely
Government
^ U d ^ l ^ ' t o ^ d e ^ k e ? ' '
Dem and online research, development discussions, review of other
' ' ° ' 5 h '^ U < ^ r ! n j t o 7 ^ p i i o t
transna.onal context
"
^ p e ° a t e ^ h 7 ^ " ° " ° " ' " " ° '
Local Authonties. EU
(13) Benefits for new programming penod
^ l ! e ^ m ^ ^ m e n ^ a n d l ^
(14) Sense of Urgency? High.
Document 102: Defra Marine Spatia! Pianning Pi!ot. Study to test the p ra c tic a lity  of 
impiementing marine spatiai pianning in the UK. The study invoives a titerature review 
of reievant experience together with the deveiopment of a simuiated piiot pian for part 
of the irish Sea.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference irish Sea Pilot Project: Coastat and Marine Spatial Planning Framework
(2) Geographical Coverage irish Sea
m ëet^'châllênges?
Manne spatial planning system.
! K T s e a ° R ^ ^ " " ° " " " " "
a.b. c.d.e
" "  ^ p ^ n fk Jyp ^ y '"'"" Government and local marine authorities.
u n k in g  the work (^e likely
Government
s g n ^ ^ ^
^ d ^ i u a b ^ t o t d e ^ e ? ^
' ^ ' w h i ^ J d ^ ^
Ecosystem based approach.
transnationaicontext
H^hy^plII-Ikinr''
M T Ô p ê S 't e ^ h T ^ " " ' " " ' " " " '
Manne authonties. EU.
(13) Benefits for new programming period
(14) Sense of Urgency? High
(K.Gee. A.Kannen. B.GIaeser, H.Steer)
Hoistein. Kie) 20010 9 eg 9 9
Bonn, Heft 7/8.2004 
and
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
(1) Geographical Coverage German parts of North Sea and of Baltic Sea
feasibitityoftCZM.
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
forms of energy mining (e.g. tidal, wave) may a!so become more reievant.
^ e r n ^ n ^ a n S o ^ o n E U
" "  i S  !s f!e f  by ? x ,JÜ n ^ M fs °'
^ n j '  ^ctor-dominated concepts, separation of land-side and sea-side
œ n s u ! ^ °^ ^ t e ^ ' t h ? ' °
not essential except for exchange of experience [Baltic Sea Reg.on)
* ^ S e ' c r o s s t r d t r  ^ ï iK t lœ ^ " "^
b T u ^ f ! r t J ^ ^ M ^ e ^ ° " "
o f ^ i s ^ ^ l e v ^ ^ " " ^
"°*
e q S h ? " a ^ . t ^
still valid and relevant
procedures of profecfed areas or) fhe
not specifically addressed
still valid and relevant
deve/opmen/
st,ll valid and relevant
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
^ l ^ h  nahTe " " " " " " y
still valid and relevant
sector p/ann/ng
the main issue! not study only, but develop and agree on methods
a^rm/ng /n coassa/ svafers
stil! valid and relevant
transnationa! context
see above
(9) Benefits for new programming period
(10) Sense of Urgency?
Document 105: integriertes Küstenzonenmanagement (iKZM): Raumordnungsstrategien im 
Küstenbereich und auf dem Meer, Thesenpapier Okt. 2003 (K.Gee, A.Kannen, B.Giaeser, 
H.SteRr)
Document 106: integriertes Küstenzonenmanagement (iKZM): Raumordnungsstrategien im 
Küstenbereich und auf dem Meer, Teii i: Themen, Trends und Herausforderungen im 
Küstenraum; Sept. 2003 (K.Gee, A.Kannen, B.Giaeser, H.Steer)
Poiiticat priority
high medium iow
Dyna^ts high
Nutzung;*, Entwicklungstrends
Priorität
* erhöhte
. E r r *
(inhattiich)
Priorität
Hohe
Nutzungsf. EntwtcMungstr.nds Probieme Konfükte
poiitische
Priorttät
- Verstärkte 
(Konformität mit EU-
(inki. EU- Priorität
ink). EU- 
Poiitik) 
Lokal 
(inhatt)ich)
Priorität
Priorität
N u E u n g .f . En^lek.ungstrends Probleme KonfMkte
potKtsche
Prlorttât
Die See ats 
öffentHches 
Gut
Güter ^
. § ^ = "
loka!
Mitttere
Land
gegeben
Priorität
Land)
Mitttere
' ïn N o ^ '^ d  O s J é ^
(z.B Wellness) 
- Verstärkte
tokat
Hohe
Nutzung,f . Entw.ek.ungetrend, Probteme KonfHkte
^ttttsche
Dynamik/
PrtorMt
S E p :
Schtfffahrt
- = E r -
* S S r
Mittlere
Mitttere
Hafen
Häfen  ^
* Verstärkter
* Erhöhter
erhöhte
Lokat.
g der EU-
Mittlere
Hohe
haftHcher
Wasserrahmennchttinie
Potitik) ^
^ ^ n
Muttunasf. En tw k:k ,u^ ',.nd .
" " "
KonfMkte
pottttsche
Prtorttat
und Ktes)
Abbaugebiete (6-20m
-erhöhte
iokal
Priorität
Erdöt und 
Erdgasförd führtzu 
* Verstärkter
Deutschland).
Priorität
MARPOL
lokal
Priorität
ioka!
Priorität
MuEt-"9.f° Probieme Konfükte
poütische
PrtorMt
* Potentielle Konftikte toka)
Priorität
Küste
von Natura 2000
ioka)
Priorität
tz
(Nordsee)
)oka)
Document 107: H.J.Buchhoiz: Strategien und Szenarien zur Raumnutzung in den deutschen 
Ausschtießiichen Wirtschaftszonen in Nordsee und Ostsee, edited by BB R , Bonn, Dez. 2002,
Use categories
*
' ^ M , O h  l ^ '
S E S E S E L ""
stabte
Areas heed to be reseed sc that ether cohfllctlhg us. demands can be rejected
:
parks and use
Mutually Mcludlngu^.
protects! sea areas and areas for sediment mtntng orlbr waste disposât
The study suggests five use priorities:
Prtortty group Use categories
Prtorttyl:
br ^ h g 'o i  ^ u r c ^ '^ ^ L ? a M ? c h  H  a "e a s °^ ''° '°
e g wind energy farms
Ph .rl„3 :Pro reçred ,.aar.as
c ! ^ a ° s S ^ c  """""°* "" *
Priority 4: U ..S  which may s .rv . for e g socia l Islands, boat,hg areas
ohlye,cep„onalcases.gresearch
issues addressed )n the TOR Document Screehlng
untit 2010? ^
A d a p ? g ^ l g ^
Issues addressed In th. TOR Document Scr..nlng
;  ^ s E = s r r : : : r : : : r ; , . ,
existingpolicies, strategies"
h a ^ ' y  ' °  " ° ' " *  ° '  Strategies and .nvMtm.nl plans
^ i ^ j o T r
Ë n n ?
t ^ n s n â t i ^ ^ ^ M h i n
: r
(6) What sort of
^ni^NorV^Jim'''
Issues addressed In th. TOR Document Scr..nlng
ecological equilibnum and
not addressed, bul still valid and relevant
^ e W Pm d ^ rin d .M .)
not addressed, but still valid and relevant
not addressed, but still valid and relevant
^ ä n ^ n v ^ t h n a t u ? ' "
of exfended use of coasfa/
s „va „d  and relevant
the key issue: still valid and relevant
still valid and relevant
ß in ? ? ^ n ^ a tb n a ^ n t '^
Vorpommern, Raumentwicktungsprogramm Mecktenburg-Vorpommern, Entwurf, Jan . 2004 
(State Spatia! P!an of Mecktenburg-Vorpommern, SSP-MV/ offshore part)
T°R
Aquaculture
Issues addressed In the TOR 0 ^ u m .n ,S .r ..n ln ,
;
Shipping
* ^ s s "H lE  mu^  ^dS^lE ^ ^ T h i s
Nature
T ^ L h e r  deveiopment of existing fadiities shat! be g.ven pnonty but new fac,t,t.es
Issues addr.ss.d In th. TOR Document Screening
L<nk to E!A and SEA
^ ' r n m e n t a ^ S a ^  on EU
Frequent controversies arose due to the fact that basic knowledge to conduct a proper
s M e J J^ n d ^ m e r ^ ia n J ?
lead to corresponding investments.
The MV expenence would be useful for planning in the North Sea
transn i^onal co-operation within the 'S
o f ' ^ V i s l l ^ v à m ? ' ' ^ ^ ^
W s ^  NSR with balanced spatial
SïlibhumT'J^alS'S'
still valid and relevant
p ^ - r .^  ^ p^^ted areas on <f,e
still valid and relevant
not addressed, but still valid and relevant
same
Issues addr.ss.d In th. TOR Document Screening
^ ^ l i  nat^J
emended Mae of coasrar *a!ers for
stillvalid and relevant
manage trre c/range rowards
still valid and televant
the key issue: still valid and relevant
'  in c S ^ t L r f  "
still valid and ælevant
Mn JnaMn'al^ntM ^
Issues addressed In the TOR
DotUh-eh, Screening
Resutts of HA
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
^Jemmenll" o^^ations on EU
= a .- = r
iM tM M ^ d in te ^ n ^ ia n ^
strategies are rather developed parallel to and through individual projects
œ nsu)^ °toœ op^te^ 'th?°
transnational co-operation within the
E E H S 5 - -
l^ovativJap JrM cher^^^ould
^ W s ^ i l l r e l e v a ^ ' '  ^
ê q ^ h u m ° a J l ? t û Ü S ^ '
still valid and relevant
* ^ ^ Ü ^ J ^ S ê d T ^ o n t n e
not addressed
still valid and relevant
'  ^ t l n t " " ^ ^ ' '
not addressed
^ ^ h  nätüfj
extended use of coastat waters tor
manage the change towards
not addressed
' ^ o r ^ a n y ^ " ^ ' ° " * ° ^ " still valid and relevant
' t é n n ,h g ,n c ïS ? ^ ° '^ i^e a s s e s lm e n tS c T ^  °" "^ '"9
Issues addressed In the TOR Docun-.nt Screening
"an JnaJonal^ teït ° Issues addressed In the TOR Daumen, Screening
The rote of !CZM
^ 'rnm entll o^a^atio^ on EU
n<^w,dely spread
^ w t e s ^ ^ e s t X i a n f ?
ICZM ,s fully covert by policies and strategies of the Land
œ 4 u l^ to œ ^ M ra te ^ th ? °
not relevant
lssu .saddr.ss.d lnth .IO R Document Scr..nlng
tranSn l^OnatCO-OperatlOnWithinthe
"  = E 5 5 E f
coastal regions
hnövat JîpprMChes w S to u ld
o f ^ V i s X ' f e l e v ^ "  ^
Vision^ NSR with balanced spatial
" t t u m ^ c u l t ^ a l ^ ' ^ '
still valid and relevant
oTfM.CM .ress on m.
not addressed
not addressed
' not addressed
extendi use of coasta/ itaters /or
manage the c/tange fmwds
still valid and relevant
* s e a o r e . J " ' ' " ' " " * " " ' " " " * still valid and relevant
not addressed
"" " H n ^ o n a l ^ e " ^ ' " " ^ ^ ' ' ^
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
gMemmental ^ a S o ^  on EU
Ltteqijn^din^est'^n^lan^
the plan expresses deatty the political strategy
c Jn s u l^ to ^ ^ f r a t^ t h "
not relevant
E S linS r'?
transnational co-operation within the
' "  E = = = = r
*Issues addressed In the TOR Doc---- - Screening
Innovative approaches which would
o f ^ i s ^ ! i ° r e i e v ^ "  ^
with balancé spatial
ê S h u m ^ J u ^ a l h e ^ '
stlllvahd and relevant
uf crutected areas on m.
not addressed
* still valid and relevant
* not addressed
nä!ürj
extended use o/ coesta^  waters tor
manage tne cnange towards
not addressed
not addressed, but still valid and relevant
'  farm,no ,n
not addressed
"änfSon^täxt"s""*"""°
high
Document 112: Weiterer Ausbau der Windenergienutzung im Hinbück auf den Kümaschutz, 
i.A. des Bundesministeriums für Umwe!t, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit, Bertin, Nov. 
2003, Strategie der Bundesregierung zur Windenergienutzung auf See im Rahmen der 
Nachhattigkeitsstrategie der Bundesregierung (interministerieüer Bericht, Jan . 2002)_______
Issues addressed In th. TOR Docu^nt Screening
installed capacity of 5,000 MW have been presented (Jan. 2002; first stage capacity 
only). 3.000 MW could be achieved until 2010. 25.000 MW even until 2030.
"Tefè',ss^? !^r?^°' not yet been completed
œ n su l^M oœ tfra te^ th ?"
not relevant
transnational co-operation within the
= := = r
^ n t p r ^ r e ^ h ^ Ï
Document Serening
"^oÜvJapJroa<!heswh!Stould
p.lot wind farms and their impact momtonng
o f '^ V is^ lL lre le v in !? '' ^
with balanced spatial
still valid and relevant
of tvoracM areas on Ms
not addressed
* still valid and relevant
not addressed
nëtüœ
extended use of coasrai wafers for
still va„d and relevant
manage f/ie cfienge towards
not addressed
' s e e t o r p f a n n y " " " * " " '^ ' still valid and relevant
not addressed
°anfnat?ona!^tö" ^  "
Document 113: Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie: 
Standarduntersuchungskonzept - Auswirkungen von Offshore-Windenergieantagen auf die 
Meeresumwett, Feb. 2003 (Federa! Maritime and Hydrographie Agency (BSH ): Standard 
concept to assess impacts from offshore wind mi!!s on the marine environment)
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
.
^ e m m e S o ^ a S o ^ o n  EU
k n o w l^  experience
these issues by existing policies,
well covered
c Jn s u l^ to ^ f r t t t ^ 't h ? "
planning auttionties from other seas dealing with the same task
transnational cooperation within the
investors, approving authorities
Issues addressed In the TOR .ocunten, Screening
r ^ j : r = r i u i d
o t '^ V is b ^ l l  SleJinp" ^
V g o ^  NSR with balanced spatial
eqS'rium^rju^al^ S'
still valid and relevant
still vahd and relevant
still valid and relevant
not addressed
nä^ J h""""""
manage t^ a ctiange towards
not addressed
still valid and relevant
' A.nn/ns.hcS?^ .^ "'^ ' not addressed
"" ^ n ^ o n a l^ t ë x t  ^  '°°"^ '" ^
Issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
(1) Document Reference Action Plan for Nature Conservation in Denmark. 2004-2009
(2) Geographical Coverage Oenmark
mMt^eM challenges? Mnsf^ând'^pM Mchafige °""*
thTi^ nh^a !^^ '^ '^'"'' """"
Ï !d  PisheneJ ^  Agricutture
undeykmg the work (the likely
Regions, private stakeholders (fishery, fish farmtng. etc )
s e c a n t  progrès (the cruoal
aiming a ^ a th e r in g l*^
''"'whiT^ùl^HJ^Îi^il^
^ m ^ n d a 'o ^ a ^ l t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^ P ^ t e ^ h 7 ^ " ° ^ " ° '
No
(13) Benefits for new programming period Concept of "nature pianning" might be interesting for other countries
(14) Sense of Urgency? Yes
issues addressed in the TOR Document Screening
1) Document Reference
Mure - ba/anced de^e/opmenf" (2002)
2) Geographica! Coverage Dk
unti)2010? ^
^ n Z ? ^ n  En lnm ent II ,s expected to
meetthese challenges? ^
— a, cooperation .,h,n the Nonh
^ r Z . l ^ p i a n ^ ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ^ ' '
M in is t .  na.onal authonties. regional f  shen, organisais
L t T ( " e  lively ^ r ^ ' "
National authorities
Fisher men. fishery sector
K ^ a l J â h l e l o 'u ^ M a k ^ " " ' '
Investments in better and more sensitive fishing methods
^ u ^ s e f u l ^ l n ' p i ? ^
Unclear
transnattona! context
More j-s,t,ve fishing methods and water and coastal management in
Battic Sea fishery sector and countnes
13) Benefits for new programming penod
14) Sense of Urgency? Adjustment of fish quotas to sustamabte levels
Document 116: Deveiopment and state of environmenta! protection in Denmark (2001)
Document Screening
1) Document Reference Development and slate of environmental protection in OenmarK (2001 )
2) Geographtca) Coverage Dk
unti! 2010?  ^
PR07EC770N OF AOLM7?C EAMROA/MEMT 
Water quality p!an ))(2001)
mee°thesechahenges°^' c°*°Perat'on Unclear
Methods for wetland redevelopment and bread production
s ^ e ^ l f a t ^ ! !  m Z p a S
^ J L ^ h e  li^ly ^
Environmental authonties. municipalities
b ! i! ï^ . id t 'cmci l^
Agncultural sector, sewage branchy
w Lddt^alJlb le
M^hods for better farming practices and sewage treatment (especially
Z l ^ ù i ê f û l ^ t u n 'p î ô ^ r o j ^
transnational context
Methods for better farming practices and sewage treatment
Actors with experiences that have proven to be more advanced
13) Benefits for new programming period Fulfilling one of the major goals i.e. less nitrification of coastal waters
" " ^ e  of Urgency? Yes. probably
Document 117: Towards a Cteaner Marine Environment (2001)
Document Screening
1) Document Reference Towards a Cleaner Marine Environment (2(101)
2) Geographical Coverage Dk and surrounding seas
until2010? ^
C h a , , e n g e s ,n h r ^
c^ntnes"' ° " ^ ° ' ^  ^  ^ghatory
Mnsnabonal cooperation within the North
c ^ r ^ n l ^ n e r s j " ^ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ^
S J^^ ii^ ly  ^ Danish ERA. national authon„es, municipalities, harbour authorities
Harbours, oil industry
wouldbevaluabletoundedake?
HARBOURS AS RECYCLING CENTRES
Harbours as recycling centres
Harboursas recycling centres
Harbours that succeeded to build up functioning recycling structures
13) Benefits for new programming period Reduce negative environmental effects of shipping and oil Industry
14) Sense of Urgency? Yes
Document 118: Nationa! Transport Ptan (2006-2015)
Issues addr.ss.d !nth.TOR Document Screening
(1 ) Document Reference National Transport Plan (2006 - 2015)
(2) Geographical Coverage N
Pon cooperation
Sa order to streng,henandenvironmen.allyimprove,he .ranspor.
^ h ^ p e ^ e y p ! ^ ?
Pods and p o r t ie s /regions
und^king the work (the likely
Pons end port cities/regions
(9) What son of
In order to meeUheMfflcJow and safety goals for sea transport.
whiKùid^MMt^^r ConnecMn land-sea-land transport
increasing and improving sea transports
c f n s u l ^ o ^ ^ t e ^ ^ ? ' " Ports a , o t h e r "
(13) Benêts to, new programming Improved transpod handling, less ^anspod km
(14) Sense of Urgency? No
Issues addressed In th . TOR
Documen. Screening
1) Document Reference
2) Geographical Coverage Norway and coastal waters, open sea
until 2010?
i ^ r r c h Z g r ^ ' - Controls of catches by police and prosecution authorities
S e â ' R ^ ' ^ ^ ' " " !  Sav! ^ . ^ I ^ I i M o n ^ d  M n s ^ '
National authonties. regions and municipalities
^ ^ h ï l , ^ , o ^ ' " " ^ ^
Aqua culture and .shery sector
b ! i^ ld  be c m à ^ f ^ n ^ * * ^ ' ^
(Repo^ No. 12^ (2001-2002) t^he Storting) ^
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
a ^ ë fta M is ^ M h  i a S ^ d l Z n a M y ' ' *  ' ° " " "
w o u ^ e f ^ ' ^ p M
transnational context !he^sh f ^ i ' ^ i n d u s ' ^ ' " " " ' " S  "**
Unclear
13) Benefits for new programming period
S ^ n g ^ m c t ^ ^ '
14)Sense of Urgency? Partly
8.2.2 Sweden Document 120: A Swedish Strategy for Sustainabte Devetopment (2003)
issues addressed )n the TOR Document Screening
1) Docum.nl Reference A Swedish Strategy for Sustainable Development )2003)
2) Geographical Coverage Global, Sweden
until 2010? ^
m e ^ lh ^  ch^ëngës?^' opra'tioY'''  ^ "" °"9 h  international co-
Sea
Shipping, fishing. ,o„ce.uen..over-,e.iisa,ion and climate change
Atl kinds of stakeholders engaged in the fields above
li^ly ^ 1 '
All kinds of stakeholders engaged in the fields above
b !i^ !ild  be'cmd^ f ^ g n W ^ I
Unclear
allocation for this )2004-2006) from the governmental funding: SEK 300
! o J ? b ^ ^
transnational context
Shipping, fishing, toxic effluents, over-fertilisation and climate change
No,dear
13) Benefits for new programming period Enhanced strategies in the feidsmen.oned above
14)Sense of Urgency? Yes
I,sues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
1) Document Reference
2) Geographica) Coverage Sweden. Baltic and North Sea
untit 2010? ^
!  ! m , i " H L s u P s , a n L n d o l ,
Otherproposal of the Comm.ss<on. Dtv.de sea areas <n d-fferent zones
National and ^gional as wall as local actors
the work (the likety actors)
National authont.es, int.matinal ,nit,a!,ves ( projects?
b i^ ld b e c m c i^ h d S ^ ''
Issues addressed In the TOR Document Screening
! E ^ o ^ ' t t l c  substances and oil
Air Pottution. CU3TAP) 9 9 ^
transnational context
Dito 10
^XpJrUe ?^
No, c,ear
13) Benefits for new programming penod Some innovative approaches tike zoning.
t4, Sense ofUrgency? ^ im p le m e n te d  measures against eutrophication and other
